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Executive Summary
See paragraph “7. Conclusion” at pag. 74 of the present document.
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1.

Introduction

This part of the ‘PUMP-HEAT’ project considers important issues related to the integrity of the PHCC
installation in the system. The PHCC concept needs to comply with several standards and codes
across different member states, for swift integration into existing power plants, ensuring the
requirements of the grid codes in terms of energy metering, primary reserve, secondary and tertiary
electrical market services. The study contains in particular, the grid code requirements analysis
across at least three respective EU countries, namely Poland, Germany, Italy, specified by the
relevant industrial partners.
The next part of the study is focus in on the PHCC electrical layout to allow the HP power to be
considered as part of auxiliary, i.e. to be subtracted from the CC net power output.
Moreover, the PHCC was analysed in respect to the electrical market and calculation unbalances,
to identify the most profitable indicators to be used for real-time control of the plant. The general
economic information and key performance indicators from WP1 were here tailored to an objective
function to be estimated and optimized in real-time by the predictive controller, along the prediction
horizon. For the secondary regulation market a time horizon of minimum 15 minutes is envisaged.

2.

Grid code requirements – Poland

2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Polish energy sector key data1:







Total electricity generation: 165,85 TWh, (+1,98% since 2016)
Total electricity consumption: 168,14 TWh (+2,13% since 2016)
Total cross-border exchange: +2,29 TWh (+14,21% since 2016)
Import: +13,27 TWh
Export: –10,98 TWh
Electricity generation mix:
hard coal 48,16%; lignite 31,34%; wind and other RES 8,44%; industrial 6,06%; natural gas
4,32%; hydro 1.67%

 Installed capacity: 43,42 GW
 Peak load (2018): 26,45 GW
 Electricity consumption (2015):
industry 35,3%, commercial and other services 34,3%, residential 20,6%, other energy 7,7%,
transport 2,2%
 Frequency [Hz]: min. 49,960 max. 50,059; aaf2: 50,000

2.1.2 Overview
Polish electricity production is heavily dependent on domestic coal, its share in the total generation
mix was near 80% in 2017. Hard coal made up 60% of the coal used for electricity generation in
2017, and the remaining 40% was lignite. Installed capacity in hard coal: 20,25 GW (47% of total
installed capacity), lignite: 9,35 GW (22%). [2]
Natural gas is responsible for just 4,3% of the country’s electricity generation, installed capacity: 2,34
GW. Natural gas use has been surpassed by renewable sources, notably wind, which is seen as
having the greatest expansion potential and amounted to 7,9% of generation in 2017, up from 2% in
2011. [3]

1

Source: [1][2][4][7], all data - without year in brackets - for 2017

2

aaf – annual average frequency
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Figure 1. Electricity generation by source[2].

Before 2005, hydro power was the main source of renewable electricity in Poland, but output has
shifted towards wind and biofuels (including a small share of waste). Biofuels have grown fivefold
since 2005 to total electricity generation output of 10 TWh in 2015, while wind has increased from
0.1 TWh to 11 TWh over the same period. Electricity output from biofuels has stabilised at around
10 TWh in the last four years, while wind power has continued to increase and grew by 41% in 2015
compared to the previous year. [2]

2.328
2.813
Hard coal Power Plants
Lignite Power Plants

6.341
20.247

Natural gas Power Plants
Wind and other RES

2.341

Water Power Plants
Industrial Power Plants
9.352

Total: 43 422 MW
Figure 2. Structure of installed capacity in NPS – in megawatts [2].

The diagram below presents national demand for power for day with maximum and minimum
demand in the evening peak of a working day in 2017 [2].
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Figure 3. Characteristic of national demand for power for day with maximum and minimum demand in the evening peak
of a working day in 2017 [2].

2.1.3 Import & Export Overview
Poland has historically been a net exporter of electricity, mainly to the neighbouring countries of the
Czech Republic (with a share of 66% of total exports in 2015) and the Slovak Republic (33%).
Currently, in fact, Poland become a net importer of electricity about 2,287 TWh in 2017 (imported:
13,27 TWh, exported: 10,98 TWh). Most imports come from Germany (with a 74% share of total
imports in 2015) and Sweden (24%)(Fig. 4). [3]

Figure 4. Net electricity imports to and exports from Poland, by country 1990-2014 [3].

The export and import directions show, however, physical flows of electricity. The huge flow from
Germany through Poland to the Czech Republic and Slovakia is not a commercial flow but a loop
flow. These large flows require the Polish transmission system operator (TSO) to take costly
remedial actions such as re-dispatching. Both Germany and Sweden have increased their shares of
variable renewable energy, which leads to excess capacity of cheap electricity available at times of
ample sunshine and wind. As a consequence, inflows from these countries have increased. Most of
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the imports from Germany are unscheduled flows of electricity known as loop flows, caused by
congestion in the power grid outside Poland at times of large production of variable renewable
electricity. This is typically a flow of electricity from wind power in the north of Germany that is
transported to industries in the south of Germany and to Austria. Lack of transmission capacity within
Germany and an existing common bidding zone with Austria forces the electricity to take routes
through neighbouring countries. Such unscheduled loop flows make up both parts of Poland’s
imports from Germany and exports to the Czech Republic, and cause overcharge of the Polish power
grid. Since early 2015, new imports and exports of electricity from the Nordic market arrived via the
500-megawatt (MW) LitPol Link between Poland and Lithuania. The flow is mostly from Lithuania to
Poland. [1][4]

Figure 5. Polish Power System map – planned and actual (11.04.18) flow on commercial profiles (MW) [1].

2.1.4 Transmission System
A joint-stock company operating under the name of Polskie Sieci Elektroenergetyczne S.A. (PSE),
which is 100% owned by the State Treasury, was designated by the TSO in the territory of the
Republic of Poland by the decision of the President of the Energy Regulatory Office in 2007. [4]
The precondition for the common access to benefits of electricity is the efficient and properly
operating complex system of facilities for power generation, transmission and distribution. Electricity
supplied to each household is generated at power plants. In Poland, they are chiefly coal- and lignitefired thermal power plants. It is only possible to transmit energy from power plants to the customer
due to the extensive network of power transmission lines and substations. However, this process
entails losses. The key method to minimize such losses involves increasing the transmission line
voltage. [1]
Line voltages vary according to power transmission distances. They are as follows [1]:




220 - 400 - 750 kV (extra high voltage, EHV), in the case of the longest
transmission distances,
110 kV (high voltage, HV), in the case of transmission distances of not more
than several dozen kilometres,
10 - 30 kV (medium voltage, MV), used for local distribution lines.
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In order to increase voltage for the transmission purposes and subsequently lower it to the level
allowing use of common electrical appliances designed for 230V or 380 V voltage ratings, is
necessary to use EHV substations, numerous HV distribution substations and transformer stations,
where medium voltage (used for distribution purposes) is transformed to low voltage used commonly
by customers' appliances (230/380 V). All of these facilities, i.e. power lines and substations, make
up the power system.
PSE perform the duties of the transmission system operator using its own transmission grid of the
highest voltage, which consists of (as at 1 January 2018):





258 lines with a total length of 14 195 km, including:
- 1 line of 750 kV voltage with a length of 114 km,
- 93 lines of 400 kV voltage with a total length of 6 326 km,
- 164 lines of 220 kV voltage with a total length of 7 755 km,
106 extra-high voltage (EHV) substations
under-sea 450 kV DC connection between Poland and Sweden, with a total
length of 254 km (127 km belongs to PSE).

Figure 6. Scheme of the existing and planned extra high voltage power grid [1].
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Network access
Terms of access to the transmission system and use of system tariffs are being approved by the
TSO, according to the rules defined in the Energy Law Act and the Regulation of the Minister of
Energy on detailed tariff regulation. The network companies are obliged to submit tariffs to the ERO
for approval. [3]
Ancillary services
Ancillary services refer to a range of functions that TSOs contract in order to guarantee system
security. In 2015, PSE entered into nine agreements for the provision of ancillary services, 11
agreements for the provision of reliability-must-run (RMR) services, two agreements for the provision
of ancillary services involving the power system recovery services, and an agreement for the
provision of interruptible load services (reduction of demand on instructions from the TSO) for 35
MW. [1]
Demand-side management
The TSO acquired, via procurement processes, interruptible contracts with industrial customers and
demand aggregators approximately 500 MW of demand or less than 2% of peak demand (2017).
Large energy users also have the possibility of participating in balancing markets and provide a
demand-response service, but it has not meet big interest in the market so far. Studies have
demonstrated that Poland has more than 2 GW of demand-response potential, or enough to meet
about 7.5% of peak load [3]. Area of DSR management is still under develop, also connected with
Capacity Market. [3] As it stands with proposed assumptions, the Capacity Market is a market
mechanism, whose main purpose is to ensure the security of electricity supply to end users. As part
of this market, capacity required to cover peak electricity demand will be contracted, in principle, four
years in advance, which will contribute to the stable operation of generation sources and should
facilitate the decision to build new ones. The proposed mechanism is also to encourage market
participants to do not eliminate generation units for economic reasons.
A product on the capacity market would be available capacity, understood as a readiness to generate
or save a certain volume of energy and deliver it to the power system in periods in which volume of
energy in power system (including the necessary reserve) is lower than the current demand. [4]
Cross-border transmission
The polish transmission network is connected with Sweden, Germany, the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Lithuania, Ukraine and Belarus. A new 500-MW (400-kV) equipped with back-to-back station in
Alytus (LT) Poland-Lithuania electricity interconnection, known as LitPol Link, was completed in
December 2015. The expected final capacity after implementation of the second phase in 2020 is 1
000 MW. Currently, under the regional initiative Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan (BEMIP)
works are carried out on several options of integration of the power system of Lithuania and other
Baltic States into the synchronous grids of the European Union (continental Europe, Nordic or island
operation of three Baltic States).
Optimisation of the use of available transmission capacities on many of the interconnections is not
possible owing to the presence of unplanned power flows (loop flows) that occur in the Polish system
from commercial transactions between Germany and Austria. These transits have a crucial impact
on the import and export capacities of the Polish electricity system.
In 2015, PSE provided transmission capacity over the interconnections with Germany, the Czech
Republic and Slovakia through co-ordinated annual, monthly and daily auctions and through the
intraday mechanism. The Joint Allocation Office (JAO), a joint service company of 20 TSOs from 17
countries, is responsible for allocating long-term cross-border transmission capacity in the region.
The Polish connection with Sweden (SvK) and Lithuania (LitPol link) is operated by the Polish Power
Exchange by means of day-ahead market coupling. The TSO is responsible for operating the
connections with Ukraine. Data regarding availability are published by the TSO.
In the second half of 2016, the volume of loop flows was limited thanks to installation of a phase
shifting transformer (PST) at the Mikulowa substation (PL) and switching off the Krajnik–Vierraden
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line. The second PST in Vierraden (DE) is delayed by two to three years as well as an internal line
in Germany. [1]

Figure 7. Polish Power System – cross-border interconnections [1].

Loop flows in Central Europe
Power loop flows, from Germany through its neighbours, appear to be causing significant difficulties
in Central Europe, especially in Poland and the Czech Republic. These loop flows occur when
Germany has insufficient grid infrastructure to connect production locations with demand centres,
for example from wind, and the power is diverted through neighbouring countries' grids and then
back into a different part of Germany. Such loop flows have become more common since Germany
developed large amounts of wind power in its northern lands, but did not develop the grid
infrastructure to transfer the output south to where much of the demand is located. This difficulty has
been amplified by the shutdown of eight nuclear plants in 2011.
In its Ten-Year Network Development Plan for Electricity (TYNDP), the European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) identified major flows in the south-east
and south-central regions, including loop flows in the north-south direction, among the problems
driving the need for significant investments in Central Europe.
Three electricity PCIs (Projects of Common Interest) are being developed in Poland. The aim of two
of these projects is to increase capacity at Poland’s border with Germany (GerPol Power Bridge
project and GerPol Improvements project) and contribute to addressing the problems caused by loop
power flows in the region [6].

2.1.5 Distribution System
Electricity distribution is performed by 172 DSOs who supply electricity to around 16.8 million
customers. This number includes five entities directly connected to the transmission grid who legally
unbundled from former distribution companies and 167 DSOs, which are not obliged to be legally
separated. Four of the five legally unbundled DSOs operate within vertically integrated energy
companies. [4]
The ownership supervision over these groups is, in principle, exercised by the Minister of Energy.
Only one DSO is owned by a company whose shareholders are not connected with the government.
A concession regime is in place for DSOs, most of which are issued for ten-year periods.
Concessions are granted to those who hold rights to distribution assets (ownership, leasing, other)
(EC, 2015). Tariffs are set by the DSO and are approved by the ERO. No cross-subsidies of
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distribution costs are applied, and tariffs are composed of a fixed and a variable cost element.
Connection fees are calculated on the basis of expenditures incurred only in relation to building the
connection (shallow costs). Every three years, each DSO, with the exception of the small DSOs, is
required to prepare and publish a development plan for the next five years. [4]

2.1.6 Electricity consumption
2%
8%
35%
21%

Industry
Commercial
Residental
Energy
Transport

34%

Figure 8. Electricity consumption by sector in Poland (2015) [7].

The industry and commercial sectors are the largest electricity consuming sectors, accounting for
over one-third of total consumption each (Fig. 8).
The industry sector is the largest electricity consuming sector, accounting for over 35% of total
consumption. Electricity consumption in the industry sector has increased by 13% from 2005 to 2015,
and reached a level of 48 TWh. Despite the increase, the consumption is lower than in the peak year
1978 when the industry sector consumed 53 TWh, corresponding to 57% of the electricity in Poland.
Electricity consumption in the commercial sector (including commercial and public services,
agriculture, fishing and forestry) has grown rapidly in recent years, with an increase of 44% from
2005 to 2015.
The residential sector has also grown steadily, with a 10% increase over the last decade. Since a
peak in 2010 the consumption has stabilised at around 28 TWh.
The smallest shares of electricity consumption are in the transport and energy sectors. Electricity
consumption in transport has been declining steadily since a peak in 1988, and decreased by 30%
from 2005 to 2015. There are many signs of an electrification trend in the transport sector in Poland,
especially in public transport area. A significant increase in demand for electricity in transport sector
is expected.
The use of electricity in the energy sector has been stable around 10 TWh in the last decade.
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Figure 9. Electricity consumption in Poland by sector 1973-2015 [3].

2.1.7 Regulatory framework
The Ministry of Energy is responsible for the development and implementation of electricity policy in
Poland. This includes the operation of the electricity market, the development of electricity
infrastructure, and international co-operation in the sector. The Government Commissioner for
Strategic Energy Infrastructure is responsible for corporate supervision of TSOs in electricity, gas
sectors.
The independent Energy Regulatory Office (ERO) regulates the activities of participants in the
natural gas and electricity markets with the aim of balancing the interests of the market and
customers. The duties and competences of the ERO are strictly linked to state energy policy.
The Office of Competition and Consumer Protection is also active in the electricity sector. The
President of the Office is responsible for shaping the antitrust policy and consumer protection policy.
Since 2004, for example, the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection provided its opinion on
state aid schemes and individual state aid decisions before their notification to the European
Commission. [4]

2.1.8 Market structure
The electricity sector in Poland is dominated by state-owned companies. The current structure of the
Polish electricity market has its roots in the Act on Energy in 1997. Following the implementation of
this act, four large companies, PGE Polska Grupa Energetyczna S.A. (the PGE Group), TAURON
Polska Energia S.A.(the TAURON Group), Enea S.A. (the Enea Group) and ENERGA S.A. (the
ENERGA Group), were created by the state from the previous incumbent. [4]
 PGE
The PGE Group is now the largest player in the Polish electricity market. It is active in electricity
generation, including planned nuclear and offshore wind project, transmission, distribution and retail
markets. The company also owns a number of lignite mines. The State Treasury owns 57.39% of
the company while the remaining shares in the business are traded on the Warsaw Stock Exchange.
PGE owns 16,27 GW of installed capacity and sold 56,79 TWh of electricity in 2017. [11]
 Tauron
The TAURON Group, which is 30.06% owned by the State Treasury, is active in coal mining,
generation, distribution and the sale of electricity and heat. It supplied over 49 TWh of electricity to
over 5,47 million customers in 2016, which made it the largest distributor of electricity in Poland. It is
also the second-largest electricity generator and supplier in the country as well as a significant heat
retailer. The company controls approximately 29% of Polish hard coal resources. [12]
 Enea
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The Enea Group produces, distributes and retails electricity. It also owns the Lubelski Węgiel
Bogdanka Spółka Akcyjna coal mine. Currently it owns 6,2 gigawatts (GW) of capacity and produced
13,57 TWh of electricity in 2016. The State Treasury owns 51.5% of the business. [13]
 Energa
The ENERGA Group owns 1.4 GW of electrical capacity, of which 0.56 GW is renewable energy
sources. Its business includes the generation, distribution and sale of electricity and heat. The State
Treasury owns 51.52% of the business. [14]
Table 1. Comparison of Energy Companies of the state treasury [4].
Installed
capacity

Electricity
production

Electricity
distribution

Sales to
end-users

Electricity
consumers

Distribution
lines

Extraction

[GW]

[TWh]

[TWh]

[TWh]

[millions]

[thous. km]

[m
tonnes]

PGE

16,27

56,79

42,91

34,32

5,35

287

Tauron

5,1

16,8

49,68

32,04

5,47

267

Enea

6,2

13,57

17,99

18,74

2,5

122

Energa

1,34

4,3

22,07

20,62

3,04

185
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Figure 10. Map of allotment of Distribution Area for each Operator [4].
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Figure 11. Market structure, Poland 2016 [own elaboration].
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2.2 Electricity market
2.2.1 Overview
By the subject of trade, the power market comprises three elements, which function as
complementary markets [8]:





active power market – the subject of trade is active power, delivered in specific
volumes, at a specific price, time and supply point,
technical market – the subject of trade are ancillary control services necessary
to enable transmission of contracted power, as well as electricity generated by
specific generation units, where generation is forced by the technical
constraints of the power system and the necessity to secure the adequate
system reliability and maintain the qualitative parameters of power at the grid
nodes.
financial market – the subject of trade are financial contracts concerning supply
of electricity, with supply volumes and price specified, however, not directly
concerning the physical supply of energy; besides, also derivatives fall under
this market: it allows players to secure themselves against the risks involved
in trade in electricity as a product.

The active power market in Poland is composed of the bilateral transactions segment, the exchangebased segment, and the balancing segment. The balancing market segment administrated by the
PSE S.A. is used for covering balance-adjusting actions and settlements which are necessary to
execute electricity sale contracts concluded on the first two segments.
The balancing market consolidates all the electricity market segments. It covers transactions
concluded by the PSE S.A. in order to close the balance and adjust electricity generation to the
technical constraints ensuring the reliable and secure operation of the power system.
Individual participants of different electricity market segments conclude independent transactions,
which are then added up in the scale of whole Polish power system. This sum of transactions does
not have to ensure the balance between the demand and the supply of electricity. The balancing
market executes this. Owing to the changeable nature of power demand, and, on the other hand,
taking into account existing technical possibilities, the basic time interval of the balancing market
mechanisms and tools has been set at the level of one hour.
Market participants and forms of Energy trading
Participants in the electricity market can be divided into four groups [9]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Energy producers
Companies dealing in energy trading:
Companies dealing with energy transmission.
Customers dividing into two main groups:
- Households, to which all customers buy energy for communal and living purposes.
- All customers who are not households, buying energy for the needs of their own
business.

Forms of energy trading
The basic principles of the functioning of the polish energy market are included in the Energy Law
and related executive acts. The Energy Law does not provide for specific restrictions on the shaping
of different ways of trading in energy. At present, the Polish energy market is divided into three main
segments [8]:
a. contract market
b. stock market
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c. balancing market
a. Contract market
Energy trade on the contract market is based on bilateral contracts, concluded between energy
producers and energy trading companies and final customers.
b. Stock market
The stock market includes trading on the power exchange (Towarowa Giełda Energii S.A.). Energy
trade on TGE is mainly based on the so-called Day-Ahead Market (DAM). Stock quotes on the DAM
are held daily in two sessions: at 8:00 and 10:30. The day-ahead market is carried out the day before
the day when the physical delivery of energy takes place. It consists of 24-hour quotation lines
(settlement periods) in which Exchange Members can buy and sell electricity. DAM participants send
buy or sell orders for individual hours. A supply curve is created from sales orders and a demand
curve is created from purchase orders.
The transaction prices on the stock exchange are set as the balance prices between the Exchange
Members' orders for sale and purchase of electricity.

Figure 12. Determination of the balance price and trading volume for each hour.

There is also the Commodity Forward Instruments Market for Electricity on the TGE (CFIM). The
forward contracts for electricity supply quoted on TGE allow to set its price over a longer time horizon.
Sellers and larger energy consumers can thus forecast energy prices and optimize the costs of its
sale and purchase. TGE also trades in property rights resulting from certificates of origin of energy
(Property Rights Market PRM), where energy producers in RES and cogeneration sources as well
as companies obliged to purchase certificates of origin may trade property rights to these certificates.
The energy exchange is also trading in CO2 emissions allowances (Emission Allowance Market
EAM). In this case, the turnover takes place in the units of EUA (European Unit Allowance) in the
form of spot transactions.
c. Balancing market
The Balancing Market is a specific area of the Energy Market, where the differences between
transactions between individual market participants and the actual demand for electricity are
balanced. The balancing market is so-called the technical market, it means that it is not an area of
energy trading. Its existence is necessary for the functioning of the Energy Market, and the
participation of energy buyers in it is mandatory. Because the balancing market is not a place of
energy trading, each participant is treated not as a customer, but as a recipient of energy. The
managing entity of the balancing market is the Transmission System Operator (TSO) whose role is
played by the company PSE S.A.
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The balancing market is thus the market on which the Transmission System Operator makes
purchases or sales of energy (being a party to all transactions) in order to balance the demand and
supply of energy on the market. Hence the name of this market as the balancing market.
The functioning of the balancing market is possible only thanks to the ability to almost immediately
increase or decrease the production of electricity by its generators. For this reason, energy prices
on the balancing market are determined on the basis of contracts concluded between the TSO and
energy producers.
Energy prices purchased and re-sold by customers on the balancing market are respectively higher
and lower than average market prices. In both cases, these are therefore adverse transactions for
the end customer. In order to minimize the volume of transactions on the balancing market,
customers buying energy in the competitive market try to make the most accurate forecasts of its
consumption.

2.2.2 Wholesale Market
2.2.2.1 Sales of energy in each segments
The structure and mechanisms of market functioning do not differ from analogous structures and
mechanisms that have developed in most other European countries recognized as competitive
markets. Market participants have, on equal terms, wide access to various forms of electricity sales
and access to information on volumes and prices at which electricity is contracted and sold on the
wholesale market.
As in previous years, in 2016 for generators the main forms of electricity sales were: sales within
regulated markets, where the power exchange (45% share in total sales of generators) and sales to
trading companies was dominant (44% share ). It should be noted, however, that the share of
electricity sales through the power exchange in this group of energy companies is systematically
dropping (a drop by 2 percentage points in 2016 as compared to the previous year). In 2016, the
sales of electricity by producers to the balancing market increased.
On the other hand, trading companies direct their sales of electricity mainly to other trading
companies (36% share in the total turnover of trading enterprises) and to final recipients (32% share).
To a large extent, they also direct their electricity sales to the stock exchange (25% share), and the
share of the latter form of sales has been steadily growing for several years.
Electricity trading on the domestic wholesale market is carried out as part of bilateral contracts (OTC
market), on the organized market run by TGE S.A. (power exchange) and through brokerage
platforms.
The sale and purchase of electricity on the Polish market is performed mainly through the power
exchange managed by Towarowa Giełda Energii (TGE) S.A. (Polish Power Exchange, POLPX). [8]

Figure 13. Trading on the TGE 2010-15 [3].

Electricity trading on the TGE market has been steadily growing since 2010. Liberalisation of the
wholesale and retail markets was supported by the obligation imposed on electricity generators to
sell at least 15% of the electricity generated in the form of a public sale (in 2018: at least 30%), i.e.
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on commodity exchanges or on organised markets in accordance with relevant regulations. A record
high trading volume of 186.7 TWh in 2014 accounted for over 119% of electricity production and
more than 138% of consumption in Poland [9]. In February 2015, the Financial Supervision Authority
granted TGE a licence to operate a financial market, which allowed TGE to offer market participants
new products for hedging risk in the electricity market and match products available on markets
elsewhere.

2.2.2.2 Sale of electricity through the stock exchange
Trading on the energy exchange is run from 8:00 am to 15:30 through 365 (or 366) days a year.
Participants in the exchange market can be electricity trading companies and large end users who
can act independently after joining the exchange members (by concluding an appropriate agreement
with TGE S.A.) or through brokerage houses.
Total volume of transactions concluded in 2016 on all electricity markets on TGE S.A. It amounted
to 126.7 TWh and was lower by 32.2% compared to 2015, when the volume amounted to 186.7
TWh. However, the total volume of transactions related to the sale of electricity with delivery in 2016
amounted to 179.3 TWh, which accounted for 107.6% of gross electricity production in 2016. [4]

Figure 14. Changes in domestic production and consumption of electricity in relation to GDP (Gross Domestic Product)
changes in 2005-2016 [4].

In 2016, TGE S.A. operated the following electricity markets: Intraday Market (IDM), Day-Ahead
Market (DAM), Commodity Derivatives Market (CFIM, including in the auction system) and the newly
created Financial Instruments Market (FIM). Status of a member of TGE S.A. has 71 entities, with
40 of them actively involved in trading on the electricity markets operated by TGE S.A.
The largest trading volume is realized on CFIM. In 2016, 18 608 transactions were concluded on this
market (along with auctions), and the total trading volume on it amounted to 99 TWh. The most liquid
contract in 2016 was the annual contract in band supply for 2017 (BASE_Y-17). The trading volume
on this contract in 2016 amounted to 43.7 TWh - it represents 44.1% of the total volume recorded
on the CFIM trading floor in the scope of electricity trading in the previous year.
In 2016, 1,326,385 transactions were concluded on the DAM. Exchange members completed
electricity purchase / sale transactions with a total volume of 27.6 TWh, an increase of 9.9%
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compared to the previous year. In 2016, 5 572 transactions were concluded on the IDM, and the
total trading volume on this market was 71.36 GWh.
In November 2015 at TGE S.A. a new Financial Instruments Market (FIM) was launched, where
derivatives trading (futures contracts) is possible, for which the underlying instrument is the TGe24
index (published by the Exchange from 30 June 2015). Currently, seven entities are authorized to
conduct business on the FIM. Settlement and settlement of transactions concluded at the FIM shall
be carried out on the terms specified by the Warsaw Commodity Clearing House. (IRGiT – Izba
Rozliczeniowa Giełd Towarowych S.A.). [4]

2.2.2.3 Bilateral transactions
Bilateral contracts concluded directly between market participants form the so-called OTC market
(over the counter). The commercial terms of these contracts, including the price and quantity of
electricity as well as delivery times are the result of negotiations between their parties carried out
under the Code of Liberty of contracting and are known only to parties to a given contract. Bilateral
contracts are concluded over a wide time horizon from annual contracts, through quarterly and
monthly transaction arrangements, up to daily and hourly transactions. In 2016, the volume of
contracts concluded on the OTC market, excluding intercompany contracts, amounted to 57.3 TWh
and was 2.7% lower compared to 2015, when it amounted to 58.9 TWh. [8]

2.2.2.4 Prices
When analysing the price level on the wholesale market, the following division was made:





prices of electricity delivered in 2016, the contracting of which took place in
SPOT transactions, as well as long-term contracts concluded in previous years
both on TGE S.A. and in bilateral contracts,
the price of electricity sold on TGE S.A. on the SPOT market and delivered in
2016, eg measured by the IRDN24 index,
the price of electricity sold on TGE S.A. in 2016, delivery of which was planned
in subsequent years, eg BASE_Y-17 contracts.

In 2016, a decline in electricity prices on RTT operated by POLPX SA was observed, which is
reflected in the decline in prices of BASE_Y-17 time contracts (an annual contract in band delivery
for 2017). The volume-weighted average transaction price of this contract in 2016 as a whole
amounted to PLN 159.26 / MWh, while in 2015 the volume-weighted average transaction price of
analogue BASE_Y-16 futures was PLN 164.37 / MWh. This is a drop in electricity prices in these
contracts by approx. 3.1%.
At the same time, the average monthly price of BASE_Y-17 contracts concluded in December 2016
was PLN 160.44 / MWh, while the average monthly price of analogous BASE_Y-16 contracts
concluded in December 2015 was PLN 166.75 / MWh. It means a drop in the price of these contracts
by 3.8%. [8]
REMIT
On 28 December 2011, the EU Regulation on Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and Transparency
(REMIT) entered into force.2 Under this regulation, several new obligations were imposed on
national regulatory authorities (and the European Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
[ACER]) regarding wholesale energy market monitoring and the detection of market manipulation or
gaming. Every market participant, prior to concluding the first contract which falls under notification
obligation, is required to register itself in the market participant register established and kept by the
national regulatory authority. In Poland, the respective regulations have been introduced in the
amendment of the Energy Law Act of 11 September 2015.
Capacity allocation and market coupling
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Under market coupling, electricity prices are computed simultaneously for different nationally
organised electricity market platforms (or power exchanges), while taking into account cross-border
transmission capacity. DAM coupling now links the Nordpool area, Great Britain, central Western
Europe, the Iberian Peninsula and Italy. The same algorithm is used to clear markets simultaneously,
to ensure that electricity always flows from the lower price zone to the higher price zone.
On the interconnection between Poland and Sweden, which links the operational areas of PSE and
Affärsverket Svenska Kraftnat, the TSO of Sweden, transmission capacity allocation is carried out
under implicit auctions within the market coupling mechanism. The auctions are performed by the
power exchanges, i.e. Towarowa Giełda Energii S.A. (POLPX) and Nordpool Spot. Transmission
capacities, together with electricity, are offered in auctions. The TSOs of Poland and Sweden make
the capacity available, and accept and nominate the schedules notified by power exchanges,
ensuring allocated amounts.
The rules of transmission capacity allocation on the Poland-Sweden interconnection, as well as the
associated financial settlements, are determined in the Market Coupling Agreement, signed by
POLPX and Nordpool Spot, and the TSOs of Poland and Sweden, PSE and Affärsverket Svenska
Kraftnät. The maximum offered transmission capacities amounted to 300 MW for exports from
Poland and 600 MW for imports to Poland. On the Poland-Ukraine interconnection, allocation of
transmission capacity is carried out under unilateral monthly explicit auctions.

2.2.3 Retail Market
2.2.3.1 Overview
The retail market is a market where the final customer is a party to the purchase of fuels and energy
for their own use. Participants in the retail market, in addition to end-users (both in households and
enterprises), are companies managing the distribution network, including distribution system
operators (DSOs) and electricity suppliers (trading companies).
Distribution system operators are companies involved in the distribution of electricity responsible for
the safe and reliable functioning of the distribution system, while ensuring effective and nondiscriminatory access to this system to all market participants. In 2016, as in previous years, there
were five large DSOs operating on the electricity market whose networks are directly connected to
the transmission network (OSDp) and who are required to separate the distribution activities carried
out by the system operator from other activities not related to energy distribution electricity
(unbundling). In addition, in 2016 there were 167 enterprises of designated DSOs (so-called OSDn)
operating within vertically integrated enterprises, which are not obliged to unbundling.
The independence of the operator, which ensures equal access to the network for all market
participants, is of key importance for the implementation of the DSO function. Operators are required
to develop programs in which undertakings are defined to ensure non-discriminatory treatment of
system users (Compliance Programs). OSDp programs are approved by the President of ERO, while
OSDn are not obliged to submit them for approval. Approved Compliance Programs are subject to
the control of the President of ERO.
The IRiESD, which specify the operating principles of the retail electricity market, are of great
importance for its functioning, including the seller change procedure, the rules for the acquisition and
transmission of measurement data by the DSO, changes of entities responsible for trade balancing
and the rules of conduct in the event of the loss of the existing seller by household customers
(reserve sales). [4]

2.2.3.2 Prices
According to CSO data, electricity prices for households and industry in Poland are among the lowest
in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). This is also reflected in
Eurostat data: retail prices for electricity for household consumers in Poland (EUR 0.1105/kWh
excluding taxes and levies or 0.1418/kWh including taxes and levies) are well below the EU-28
average (EUR 0.1419/kWh excluding taxes and levies, EUR 0.2105/kWh including taxes and
levies)(fig. 14 15). [10]
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Figure 15. Comparsion of electricity prices for Industry 2015 [3].

Figure 16. Comparsion of electricity prices for Households 2015 [3].

Prices for industrial users (EUR 0.0813/kWh excluding taxes and levies or 0.1059/kWh including
taxes and levies) are also less than the EU-28 average (EUR 0.0879/kWh excluding taxes and levies
or 0.1474/kWh including taxes and levies).4
Unlike many other European countries, Poland continues to regulate retail electricity prices for
households, and the approval of electricity prices by the president of the ERO remains in place for
households. The president of the ERO still maintains the obligation to submit for approval, on an
annual basis, electricity tariffs for consumers classified in the G tariff group (householders) who have
not decided to switch supplier connected to the grid of a DSO. Electricity prices for these consumers
are included in the tariffs of the suppliers (known as trading companies in Poland), approved by the
president of the ERO and published in the Branch Bulletin of the Energy Regulatory Office. Electricity
prices for other groups of consumers are set by the market.
Between the fourth quarter of 2015 and the fourth quarter of 2016, prices for electricity showed a
downward trend for all tariff groups except for household customers. The largest drop in electricity
prices occurred for the tariff group A recipients - by 8.3%, and the smallest for customers from the
tariff group G - by 0.04%. For consumers in households, prices for electricity increased by 1.9%.
The distribution fee in 2016 increased for the tariff group A recipients by 1.8% and for household
customers by 0.1%. For the recipients of other tariff groups, a decrease in the distribution fee was
noted: the largest for the tariff group C - by 3.5%, and the lowest for customers from tariff group B by 0.6%. [4][10]
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2.3 Security of Supply
The Energy Law of 10 April 1997 sets out legal definitions of energy security, security of electricity
supply, security of the electricity grid and threats to the security of supply. It also stipulates the key
tools for dealing with long-term security of electricity supply: increasing the diversification of
resources, development of renewable energy sources, building of new power generating capacity,
enforcing competitiveness in the energy market and expansion of the network infrastructure.
The law also sets out tools for dealing with supply disruptions and tasks the TSO to:










Issue instructions to generators on starting, shut-down, changes of load or
disconnection from the grid of the centrally disposed of generation units.
Carry out intervention purchases of power.
Issue instructions to DSOs on starting, shut-down, changes of load or
disconnection from the grid in the area of its operation of such a generation unit
connected to the distribution grid, which is not centrally dispatched.
Issue instructions to DSOs to reduce the amount of electricity consumed by final
customers connected to the distribution grid in the area of its operation or to
interrupt power supply to final customers connected to the distribution grid in this
area.
Having exhausted all possible efforts to meet demand for electricity, instruct final
customers directly connected to the transmission grid to reduce load or to
disconnect from the grid, in accordance with the load reduction plan.
Reduce the volume of intersystem transmission capacity.

Each year, a scheme for introduction of restrictions in power supply and off-take, from 1 September
of the given year to 31 August of the next year, has to be presented by the TSO to the ERO for
regulatory approval. These restrictions in the supply and consumption of electricity consist of limiting
the maximum electricity consumption used and a restriction of the daily electricity consumption of
these consumers whose contractual capacity is higher than 300 kW.

2.3.1 Emergency resources, generation reserves
To ensure adequacy of supply, the TSO arranges control services for centrally dispatched generation
units, and is responsible for contracting “must-run” services with non-centrally dispatched generators
and supporting power from hydro units of a total of 1 704 MW, as well as 830 MW of cold (nonspinning) reserves.
Bilateral agreements with neighbouring TSOs ensure an estimated additional 300 MW of supporting
power that can be used for recovery of the system to normal state. The TSO monitors the level of
coal stocks in centrally dispatched generating units; the threshold for alarm is 20 days. The TSO
also elaborates a daily report with aggregated data from generators for the ERO and Ministry of
Energy.

2.3.2 Emergency management and restoration
A restoration plan based both on bottom-up and top-down is prepared by the TSO. The TSO, in cooperation with DSOs and power plants, annually runs at least one black-start test – supplying large
thermal units from the black-started one. The capability of blackstart of a unit is tested twice a year
in accordance with the agreement signed between the TSO and the respective power plant owner.
Thermal units larger than 100 MW have an obligation to test, on a regular basis, their capability for
island operation.
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2.4 Power system management
2.4.1 Introduction
In any electric system, the active power has to be generated at the same time as it is consumed.
Power generated must be maintained in constant equilibrium with power consumed/demanded,
otherwise a power deviation occurs. Disturbances in this balance, causing a deviation of the system
frequency from its set-point values, will be offset initially by the kinetic energy of the rotating
generating sets and motors connected.
There is only very limited possibility of storing electric energy as such. This is insufficient for
controlling the power equilibrium in real-time, so that the production system must have sufficient
flexibility in changing its generation level. It must be able instantly to handle both changes in demand
and outages in generation and transmission, which preferably should not become noticeable to
network users.
Controlling the operation of the power system is used to achieve the objectives: technical, economic
and to ensure the security of supply.
The electric frequency is one of the basic parameters of the power system. The frequency value is
the same at every point of the system and connected European systems and depends on the active
power balance.
The electric frequency in the network (the system frequency – f) is a measure for the rotation speed
of the synchronised generators. By increase in the total demand the system frequency (speed of
generators) will decrease, and by decrease in the demand f will increase. Under undisturbed
conditions, the system frequency must be maintained within strict limits in order to ensure the full
and rapid deployment of control facilities in response to a disturbance. Out of periods for the
correction of synchronous time, the setpoint frequency is 50 Hz – the nominal frequency of the
oscillations of alternating current (AC) in an electric power grid transmitted from a power station to
the end-user.
Even in case of a major frequency deviation/offset, each control area will maintain its
interconnections with adjoining control areas, provided that the secure operation of its own system
is not jeopardised.
Voltage levels in power grids are closely related to the reactive power balance. In order to maintain
the voltage in the network nodes at a given level, appropriate reactive power regulation is applied.
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Figure 17. Functional structure of polish power system [15].

Load-frequency control is one of the basic activities in the operation of the power system. Frequency
and load control on the generation side requires equipping the generating units with appropriate
regulatory systems and having the appropriate capacity reserve. The accuracy requirements for
frequency control in modern systems are very high. The main reason for the high accuracy of
frequency control is the need to maintain the specified exchange power between systems operating
in parallel.
The control of active power of a modern power system consists of the following types of regulation:




primary control – frequency control aimed at equating generation with variable
power demand in the power system,
secondary control – load-frequency control to restore the nominal frequency,
tertiary control – applied to rebuild the secondary control reserve.
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Figure 18. Schema of load-frequency control [15].

2.4.2 Primary control
The purpose of primary control is to maintain in the synchronous region the balance between
generation and consumption (demand), using rotational speed regulators of turbines.
Various disturbances or random deviations which impair the equilibrium of generation and demand
will cause a frequency deviation, to which the primary controller of generating sets involved in
primary control will react at any time. The proportionality of primary control and the collective
involvement of all interconnection partners is such that the equilibrium between power generated
and power consumed will be immediately restored, thereby ensuring that the system frequency is
maintained within permissible limits. In case that the frequency exceeds the permissible limits,
additional measures out of the scope of primary control, such as (automatic) load-shedding, are
required and carried out in order to maintain interconnected operation.
This deviation in the system frequency will cause the primary controllers of all generators subject to
primary control to respond within a few seconds. The controllers alter the power delivered by the
generators until a balance between power output and consumption is re-established. As soon as the
balance is re-established, the system frequency stabilises and remains at a quasi-steady-state value,
but differs from the frequency set-point because of the drop of the generators which provide
proportional type of action. Consequently, power cross-border exchanges in the interconnected
system will differ from values agreed between companies. Secondary control will take over the
remaining frequency and power deviation after 15 to 30 seconds. The function of secondary control
is to restore power cross-border exchanges to their (programmed) set-point values and to restore
the system frequency to its set-point value at the same time.
The magnitude fdyn.max of the dynamic frequency deviation is governed mainly by the following:


the amplitude and development over time of the disturbance affecting the
balance between power output and consumption,
 the kinetic energy of rotating machines in the system,
 the number of generators subject to primary control, the primary control
reserve and its distribution between these generators,
 the dynamic characteristics of the machines (including controllers),
 the dynamic characteristics of loads, particularly the self-regulating effect of
loads.
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The quasi-steady-state frequency deviation Δf is governed by the amplitude of the disturbance and
the network power frequency characteristic, which is influenced mainly by the following:



the drop of all generators subject to primary control in the synchronous area,
the sensitivity of consumption to variations in system frequency.

The required time to activate the reserve as part of the primary control should not be longer than 1530 seconds. The units involved in the primary control must be adapted to fast generation changes
in the range of +/- 5% of the nominal power, and the whole range of the control reserve should be
activated at changes in frequencies no greater than 200 mHz.
If the target performance described above is to be achieved, the system must be operated in such a
way, depending upon the system load, that the network power frequency characteristic for the entire
synchronous area falls within a relatively narrow band.
The following assumptions have been applied for the definition of marginal conditions for the
operation of primary control:






Design basis/reference incident: Sudden deviation of 3000 MW in the balance
of production and consumption; system off-peak load about 150 GW and peak
load about 300 GW
System start time constant: 10 to 12 seconds
Self-regulating effect of load: 1 %/Hz
Maximum permissible frequency deviation quasi-steady-state: ±180 mHz and
dynamic: ±800 mHz

The maximum dynamic frequency deviation of ±800 mHz includes a safety margin. This margin of
200 mHz in total is intended to cover the following influences and elements of uncertainty:





Possible stationary frequency deviation before an incident (50 mHz)
Insensitivity of turbine controller (20 mHz)
Larger dynamic frequency deviation at the site of the incident, not taken into
account in the specific network model used for simulations (50 mHz)
Other elements of uncertainty in the model (approximately 10 %, 80 mHz)

In case of load-shedding, accuracy of 50 to 100 mHz will generally suffice for relay trip thresholds.

2.4.2.1 Primary Control Reserve
The total primary control reserve for the entire synchronous area Ppu is determined on the basis of
taking account of measurements, experience and theoretical considerations.
The shares Ppi of the control areas/blocks are defined by multiplying the calculated reserve for the
synchronous area and the contribution coefficients Ci of the various control areas/blocks:
∙
The entire primary control reserve is activated in response to a quasi-steady-state frequency
deviation of –200 mHz or more. Likewise, in response to a frequency deviation of +200 mHz or more,
power generation must be reduced by the value of the entire primary control reserve.
In order to restrict the calling up of the primary control reserve to unscheduled power unbalances,
the system frequency should not exceed or fall below a range of ±20 mHz for long periods under
undisturbed conditions.

2.4.2.2 Deployment Time of Primary Control Reserve
As a minimum requirement, the deployment time of the primary control reserve must be consistent
with the curves plotted in the following figure, which represent the overall behaviour of the system.
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The activated power will lie on or above the plotted curves, until the balance between power
generation and consumption has been restored. For each control area/block, the figures for power
indicated are multiplied by the relevant contribution coefficient Ci. The following figure illustrates the
minimum deployment of primary control power as a function of time and the size of the disturbance
ΔP.

Figure 19. Deployment time of the primary control reserve [15].

2.4.3 Secondary control
The function of secondary control (also known as load-frequency control or frequency power-control)
is to keep or to restore the power balance in each control area/block and, consequently, to keep or
to restore the system frequency f to its set-point value of 50Hz and the power interchanges with
adjacent control area to their programmed scheduled values, thus ensuring that the full reserve of
primary control power activated will be made available again. In addition, secondary control may not
impair the action of the primary control. These actions of secondary control will take place
simultaneously and continually, both in response to minor deviations (which will inevitably occur in
the course of normal operation) and in response to a major discrepancy between production and
consumption (associated e.g. with the tripping of a generating unit or network disconnection). In
order to fulfil these requirements in parallel, secondary control needs to be operated by the network
characteristic method.
Parameters for the secondary controllers of all control areas need to be set such that, ideally, only
the controller in the zone affected by the disturbance concerned will respond and initiate the
deployment of the requisite secondary control power.
In order to maintain balance, generation capacity for use as secondary control reserve must be
available to cover power plant outages and any disturbances affecting production, consumption and
transmission. Secondary control is applied to selected generator sets in the power plants comprising
the control loop.
Secondary control operates for periods of several minutes, and is therefore timely dissociated from
primary control. This behaviour over time is associated with the PI (proportional-integral)
characteristic of the secondary controller. Secondary control makes use of measurements of the
system frequency and active power flows on the tielines of the control area/blocks, a secondary
controller, that computes power setpoint values of selected generation sets for control, and the
transmission of these set-point values to the respective generation sets.
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When consumption exceeds production on a continuous basis, immediate action must be taken to
restore the balance between the two (by the use of standby supplies, contractual load variation or
load-shedding or the shedding of a proportion of customer load as a last resort). Sufficient
transmission capacity must be maintained at all times to accommodate reserve control capacity and
standby supplies.

2.4.3.1 Secondary Control Range and Reserve
The secondary control range is the range of adjustment of the secondary control power, within which
the secondary controller can operate automatically, in both directions (positive and negative) at the
time concerned, from the working point of the secondary control power.
The secondary control reserve is the positive part of the secondary control range between the
working point and the maximum value. The portion of the secondary control range already activated
at the working point is the secondary control power.
The size of the secondary control reserve that is required typically depends on the size of typical
load variations, schedule changes and generating units. The recommended minimum reserve
related to load variations is given in the following figure:

Figure 20. The recommended minimum secondary reserve related to load variations [15].
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Figure 21. Diagram of recommended secondary control reserve [15].

The rate of change in the power output of generators used for secondary control must in total be
sufficient for purposes. It is defined as a percentage of the rated output of the control generator per
unit of time, and strongly depends upon the type of generator. Typically, for oil- or gas-fired power
stations, this rate is of the order of 8% per minute. In the case of reservoir power stations, the rate
of continuous power change ranges from 1.5 to 2.5% of the rated plant output per second. In hard
coal- and lignite-fired plants, this rate ranges from 2 to 4% per minute and 1 to 2% per minute
respectively. The maximum rate of change in output of nuclear power plants is approximately 1 to
5% per minute. These sample figures for customary rates of change in secondary control action will
be used as an aid to the definition of an optimum offset correction time.

2.4.4 Tertiary control
Tertiary control is any automatic or manual change in the working points of generators or loads
participating, in order to:



guarantee the provision of an adequate secondary control reserve at the right
time,
distribute the secondary control power to the various generators in the best
possible way, in terms of economic considerations.

Changes may be achieved by:





connection and tripping of power (gas turbines, reservoir and pumped storage
power stations, increasing or reducing the output of generators in service);
redistributing the output from generators participating in secondary control;
changing the power interchange programme between interconnected
undertakings;
load control (e.g. centralised telecontrol or controlled load-shedding).

Typically, operation of Tertiary control (in succession or as a supplement to secondary control) is
bound to the time-frame of scheduling, but has on principle the same impact on interconnected
operation as secondary control.
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2.4.5 HP impact for taxation purposes
The HP working in connection with CC in the considered variants of the installation can be qualified
as an auxiliary device in the electricity, or electricity and heat generation system in cogeneration,
and thus exempt from excise duty on the basis of exemptions allowed under the Excise Duty Act
(Article 30, paragraphs 6 and 7).
It is necessary to meet a number of requirements regarding the connection and measurements of
systems presented in the Excise Duty Act.
The Excise Duty Act
Article 30 [Excise Exemptions]:
6. The consumption of electricity in the process of generation of electricity shall be exempted from
excise duty, as well as the consumption of such electricity for the purposes of maintaining those
generation processes.
7. The consumption of electricity in the process of combined electricity and heat generation shall be
exempted from excise duty.
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3.

Grid code requirements – Germany

3.1 Power System Overview
In 2017 the German market electricity gross production amounted to 654 TWh. The production was
shared between four main sources: coal, nuclear, gas and renewable energies. Conventional
generation is largely based on coal with a decreasing share of nuclear and gas-fired generation.
Figure 1 shows the share of electricity production in 2017: among RES wind is the main source with
16.1% of total electricity production, followed by biomass (7%), PV (6.1%), hydro (3.0%) and wastes
(1%).

Figure 1: Electricity production by source in 2017 in Germany

The grid was originally built for large, central generation. German renewable energy targets remain
high, and the plan is to source 40%-45% of electricity production from renewables by 2025.
Germany’s power system is large and very well interconnected within the European continental grid.
It consists of a transmission grid with rated voltages of 220 kilovolts (kV) and 380 kV, a subtransmission level at 110 kV and distribution grids from 0.4-30 kV.
The development of the average price for electricity both for industry and household consumers is
reported in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Price development for industry consumers and households

The German transmission systems is the most important hub in the European electricity market.
There are four TSOs (transmission system operators); one is still owned by a German energy utility,
EnBW:





Amprion GmbH operates the largest system in Germany and was sold in 2011 by RWE
to a consortium of financial investors.
TenneT: this grid was sold by E.ON in 2010 to the Dutch TSO.
Elia (50Hertz Transmission GmbH): the grid was purchased from Vattenfall by the
Belgian TSO in 2011.
TransnetBW GmbH is still owned by EnBW.

Figure 3: Geographical division of the transmission system by operator

The main information of each TSO are reported in Table1.
Table 1: Source German TSOs

Network length [km] (380kV)
Network length [km] (220kV)
Served area [m2]
Annual transmission [TWh]
Share load [%]

Amprion
5300
6100
73100
27
36

TenneT
5800
5300
140000
20
32
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50Hertz
6870
2870
109000
18
19

TransnetBW
1970
1721
34600
11
14

The German power system is dominated by four large companies, which continue to own significant
generation, distribution, and retail assets: E.ON, RWE, EnBW, and Vattenfall. EnBW also owns part
of the German transmission system, it has unbundled according to the independent transmission
system operator (ITSO) model under the Third Energy Package. Table 2 presents the ownership
structure of transmission, distribution, generation, and retail service in the energy sector, and is
followed by more detail on the structure of each branch of the power sector.
Table 2: Market Share of German Electricity Companies

As a result, there is not a single German grid for the highest voltage level, but four autonomous
zones—and each operator is responsible for network functioning in its respective zone. The four
system operators coordinate in order to maximize economic and operational efficiency among the
four zones.6 Germany has unbundled most generation, transmission, distribution, and retail activities
in the electricity sector. European law requires unbundling—or separation, to some degree—of
generation, transmission, distribution, and supply activities of electricity companies. The European
Electricity Market Directive permits several approaches to unbundling, from complete ownership
separation, to legal separation of a company or functional separation of management functions.
According to the Energy Industry Act of 2005 (Energiewirtschaftsgesetz, or EnWG), transmission
and supply were required to be unbundled starting in 2005, and distribution system operators had
until 2007 to complete legal unbundling. About 800 distribution companies with less than 100,000
customers were exempt from the legal unbundling requirement. Rather, they face a more lenient
requirement to unbundle operations (staff) or information. Germany’s four transmission system
operators (TSOs) have unbundled according to different models. Two of the TSOs, TenneT and
50Hertz, are ownership-unbundled. That is, ownership and control of the transmission system is
separated from that of distribution, production and supply. The two remaining TSOs, Amprion and
Transnet BW, have unbundled pursuant to the ITO model, under which the TSO remains within the
integrated company and the transmission assets remain on its balance sheet. Additional regulatory
conditions are imposed to guarantee the independence of the ITO from the vertically integrated
undertaking. The distribution system in Germany is the most complex in Europe, with around 900
distribution system operators serving 20,000 municipalities. This includes the four large companies
as well as about 700 Stadtwerke (municipally owned utilities) and a number of regional companies.
The four biggest electricity generators are also the biggest retail suppliers, and in total they supplied
45.5 percent of the total delivered volume of energy (in TWh) to end-use customers in 2012. The
remaining energy is supplied by Stadtwerke and independent suppliers.
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The four large DSOs—RWE, EnBW, E.ON, and Vattenfall—operate a significant portion of the
distribution grid through concession contracts with municipalities. Under these contracts,
municipalities rent out their distribution franchise for up to 20 years. Under the Energy Industry Act,
these concession agreements have to be renegotiated under non-discriminatory rules and can be
cancelledMany of Germany’s DSOs are quite small; more than threequarters of them supply under
30,000 metering points. Figure 4 illustrates the preponderance of distribution companies serving a
small pool of customers. In 2013, four companies owned about 56 percent of installed generation
capacity in Germany: E.ON, RWE, EnBW, and Vattenfall. Most of the capacity owned by these
companies is coal, nuclear, and gas capacity.

Figure 4: Market mechanism

The electricity grid in Germany is sub-divided into transmission grids (maximum voltage) and
distribution grids (high, medium and low voltage).
Table 3: Main information about the transmission and distribution grids

Transmission grid
Transmission grid
High Voltage
Medium Voltage
Low Voltage

Voltage Level
380 kV
220 kV
60 kV to 110 kV
6 kV to 60 kV
230 V to 400 V

Total length (approx..)
20000 km
16000 km
77000 km
479000 km
1123000 km
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Responsibility
TSO
TSO
DSO
DSO
DSO

Figure 5: Structure of electrical power supply

The key stakeholders, regulators and power market participants are summarized in Table 4 below,
which provides a general overview of how the sector functions and is regulated in Germany. The
most important point to be made here is that despite the power market being deregulated it remains
highly structured. Germany’s geographic positioning in the center of Europe has led to the potential
for integration and interconnection with neighboring markets, which is something Germany has
actively supported (Autran, 2012). As a result, Germany has transmission capacity with nine of its
nearby countries and the construction of an interconnector to Norway is currently underway.
Table 4: Overview of the framework of Germany (Freehills, 2015)

Electricity

General

National Regulatory Authority

Federal
National
Agency
(Bundesnetzagentur), Network Agencies of
the Federal States
FOU, ISO, ITO

Unbundling regime
Full Owernship Unbundling ‘FOU’
Independent System Operator ‘ISO’
Independent Transmission Operator ‘ITP’
Model
Principal electricity generators
EnBW, RWE, Vattenfall, and municipality
owned companies (stadtwerke)
Transmission System operators
50Hz Transmission, Amprion, EnBW
Transportnetz, TenneT TSO
Electricity Distributors
Approximately 850, more than 700 have
<30000 customers
Principal Electricity Suppliers
EnBW, RWE, Vattenfall, and municipality
owned companies (stadtwerke)
Interconnections
Austria, Switzerland, France, Luxembourg,
Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark, Poland,
Czech Republic

3.2 Electricity market
Since the Energy Industry Act was introduced in 1998, the German electricity market became fully
liberalized and different suppliers have been subsequently introduced into the market. As a result,
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competition has been introduced in both the generation and the retail fields; however, transmission
and distribution remain centrally managed and regulated. The German electricity market is
characterized as a rather typical deregulated system whereby the generation, transmission,
distribution and sale of electricity are ‘unbundled’. Nonetheless, the four main utility companies have
a large presence throughout multiple parts of the market (generation, distribution and retail) as
demonstrated in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: German Market Setup (Davies et al., 2014)

Following the EU directive 96/92/EC (see EU, 1996) and its translation into the German energy law
EnWG (1998), the German electricity market was liberalized in 1998. The main innovations were the
suspension of the regional monopolies, the negotiated non-discriminating third party access (TPA)
to the electricity grid, and the formal unbundling of the TSOs. This paved the way for competitive
electricity markets. The German legislative authorities – like most European counterparts – decided
to implement a decentralized bilateral market model that relies on various not explicitly coordinated
markets. The main idea behind the bilateral market model is that the open non-discriminatory TPA
creates a level playing field for market-based interactions. The individual market participants can
freely decide how to interact, e.g. via bilateral trades or via an exchange. As a result, separate
markets for scheduled energy, reserve capacity, and balancing energy exist in Germany. In the
following, an overview of the electricity markets in Germany is provided and the development of the
reserve capacity market and balancing mechanism design is summarized.

3.2.1 Overview of electricity markets in Germany
The German wholesale electricity market is broadly made up of three elements: (1) a forward market;
(2) a day-ahead market; and (3) an intra-day market. Electricity supply deliveries in the forward
market can be negotiated up to seven years in advance, but for liquidity reasons typically only look
out three years, and in fact most futures trading focuses one year ahead.
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Energy is being traded through bi-lateral long-term contracts, and on the following exchange
markets; the European Energy Exchange EEX in Leipzig, and the European Energy Exchange EPEX
SPOT in Paris (Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), 2014). Besides trading on
the exchange market, energy is being bought directly from suppliers, based on so called “over the
counter” contracts (OTC).
Broadly, three types of markets or mechanisms can be distinguished in Germany (see Figure 7 and
8). The first one is the scheduled energy market, in which the actual output of power plants is traded
and administrated in schedules. It is often also referred to as wholesale energy market. Thereby,
forward and (day-ahead and intraday) spot energy markets are distinguished.

Figure 7: Current sequence of electricity markets in Germany

Figure 8: Submarkets of the German Electricity Market (Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, 2014)

Second, in the reserve capacity markets, the TSOs procure reserve capacity via one-sided auctions
some time ahead of its contingent use. The contracted capacity is called in real-time as required to
balance the system, when a difference between the planned energy schedule and the required load
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arises in real-time. The option-like character of reserve capacity is reflected in the two-part pricing.
The provision of reserve capacity is remunerated with a reservation price (€/MW) for reserving the
capacity, and a reserve energy price (€/MWh) is paid for exercising the reserve option to generate
the required energy in real-time. The incremental and decremental reserve energy supplements the
scheduled energy. Third, the costs for supplemental reserve or balancing energy are distributed
among the market participants responsible for imbalances. This procedure is called the balancing
mechanism and administrated by the TSOs. The first two – the scheduled energy and the reserve
capacity market – are market-based transactions, whereas the third – the balancing mechanism – is
an accounting procedure. For these reasons, the European electricity system is administrated in two
essential phases separated by the so-called gate closure. Decentralized decisions are characteristic
for the first phase before gate closure whereas central coordination prevails after gate closure. In
the first phase, the day-ahead spot market has the crucial function to align the demand expectations
and the system-wide dispatching decisions of the various generators. Physical energy is traded for
individual hours (or blocks of hours) of the following day for all locations in Germany.5 After the EEX
day-ahead spot market is held, all market participants (technically all balancing groups) have to
submit their ¼-hourly energy schedules for the following day to the TSOs. At this stage, the system
is theoretically in balance as all expected generation schedules must equal the expected
consumption schedules. The TSOs monitor the schedule balance and the feasibility of the expected
power flows. These schedules can be adjusted until gate closure 45 minutes ahead of delivery. There
is a continuous intraday spot market to facilitate physical energy transactions necessary for those
re-scheduling. At the EEX and OTC hourly and ¼-hourly products are rated. These are the last
market-based transactions and decentralized decisions before the energy schedules are fixed and
economically binding. After gate closure, the second phase starts and the TSOs take over the
responsibility for any further action. If necessary, the TSOs call the contracted reserve capacity
based on the reserve energy price merit order to balance the system in real-time. Furthermore, the
TSOs collect the metering data on the actual consumption and generation schedules. The imbalance
between the planned and actual schedules for every balancing group is settled at the balancing
price. The settlement of these costs has to occur at the latest two month after the operation. This
procedure is called the balancing mechanism. Pricing of the actual imbalances caused by each
balancing group shall ensure the right incentive for effective decentralized planning before gate
closure and thus minimize the actually arising balancing requirements in real-time. The specific
design of the reserve capacity market and the balancing mechanism are detailed in the following.

3.2.2 Reserve capacity markets – design and development
During the first years after the liberalization, the TSOs continued their established practice to obtain
the necessary reserve capacity exclusively from their associated generation companies. Besides the
intransparency, this opened ample opportunities for profit-shifting. The Bundesnetzagentur assumed
its responsibility for the reserve capacity market in 2006, when harmonizing and refining the design
for tertiary reserve capacity (see BNetzA, 2006). The objective was to enhance competition and to
align the design among the four control zones. The main refinements starting December 2006 were:







to tender incremental as well as decremental tertiary reserves daily with six 4-hour
time slots (0-4am, …, 8-12pm), · to hold the auction day-ahead at 11am (one hour
before the day-ahead spot auction)
to reduce the minimum offer capacity for tertiary reserve from 30MW to 15MW,
to allow pooling of capacities within a control zone to reach the minimum offer
capacity,
to select the bids by reservation price only and to remunerate the successful bids
payas- bid (capacity provision and energy),
to procure at most 50% of the (secondary plus tertiary) reserve capacity exclusively
from within the respective control zone and at least 50% from a regionally-unrestricted
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to administer the auction procedure and to publish the results via a common internet
platform (www.regelleistung.net).

The main properties of the current market design as of August 2015 are summarized in table 5.
Table 5: Main characteristics of reserve capacity auctions as of Aug2015

3.2.3 Day-head market and intraday market
In Europe, the day-ahead market is organized on a regional basis, as shown in Figure 10. In
particular, EPEX SPOT manages the organized electricity markets for France, Switzerland, Austria
and Germany. Every day, the operators active on these markets insert, on their order book, the
related sales orders and purchase of electricity for each hour of the following day. Orders can be
entered up at 12:00 (gate closure) on the markets of Germany / Austria and France and up to 11:00
on the market
Swiss. The model is based on auctions that are used to determine the intersection of the demand
and demand curves offer for the determination of the marginal price.
The pricing mechanism of EEX spot market is described in figure 9.

Figure 9: Pricing mechanism of EEX spot (Source: www.eex.de)

Market outcomes are available downstream of the gate closure, ie at 12:40 for Germany, Austria
and France and 11:10 for the Swiss market. Germany ed Austria constitute a single market area.
The auctions of the day ahead markets of Germany / Austria e France managed by EPEX SPOT
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are part, together with Benelux, of Europe's market coupling project center west (CWE) starting from
November 9th 2010. This project implemented the mechanism of implicit auctions in order to
optimize the use of the interconnection capacity between participating countries. THE rights to use
the transport capacity on interconnections are implicitly attributed through the daily auctions. Rights
of use of the longer-term transport capacity, typically monthly and yearly, they are instead attributed
through a channel parallel to that of energy through the explicit auctions managed by the CASC
companies and CAO (casc.eu and central-cao.com). In the day ahead market managed by EPEX
SPOT the price it can vary between a cap (+3.000 €/MWh) and a floor (-3,000 €/MWh), the minimum
change in bids is equal to 0.01 €/MWh and 0.1 €/MWh. On this market it is possible the physical
delivery of the financial products exchanged on the EEX platform.

Figure 10: day-ahead market in Europe (source:ACER)

On the forward market derivate products of energy are bought and sold on a specified future date,
where companies hedge against the uncertainties in the day-ahead and intra-day markets (Conejo
et al., 2010). In general, market participants are able to agree on contracts up to six years in advance.
Thus, this market allows for trading products in the future at the current price. As electricity prices
are highly volatile, the forward market is very important. Electricity deliveries for the next day are
traded on the day-ahead market with decreasing uncertainty, as participants are able to estimate
real consumption closer in time (Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), 2014).
The day-ahead market closes at 12:00 hours, after which no bids can be placed for next day energy
deliveries. In order to decrease the occurrence of market imbalances, participants are able to trade
in sameday energy delivery products ranging from quarter hours to hour blocks of energy in the
intraday market, which closes 45 minutes before actual energy delivery (Federal Ministry for
Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi), 2014).
In Europe the intraday market is organized on the basis national or regional, as shown in Figure 11.
The integration process is less mature and harmonized with the day-ahead market, species with
reference to the allocation criteria of the interconnection capacity between market areas, however it
is of particular interest for potential which we will analyze better later. In particular, in addition to the
day ahead market, EPEX SPOT it also manages the intraday market for Germany (born in 2006)
Austria (2012), France (2007) e Switzerland (2013). Unlike the day ahead market, the model of the
intra-day market of the EPEX SPOT platform is based on continuous trading in which compatible
offers are among them immediately coupled. The intraday market opens at 3 pm on the day before
the day of delivery (D-1) and the gate closure is 45 minutes before real time. Sales and purchase
orders electricity can be related to each now, in blocks of hours and, from December 15, 2011 for
the only Germany, every quarter of an hour. From 14 December 2010 orders allow us to combine
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also cross-border purchase and sale offers France and Germany (through the ComXerv trading
system). At the intraday market managed by EPEX SPOT it supports OTC cross border trading (c.d.
sophisticated products). In both cases cross-border trading is admitted until the interconnection
capacity available between France and Germany is exhausted. There interconnection capacity is
governed by a system managed by the TSOs. The cross border intraday market was subsequently
extended to Austria (October 2012) and to the Switzerland (June 2013). The rights to use
interconnection capacity are assigned according to the logic of first-come-first-served (FCFS
principle), in contrast to the allocation via a typical (explicit or implicit) auction of the day ahead
market. This difference is basically because, if in the day ahead market it is privileged the allocative
efficiency of a poor asset (the interconnection capacity), in the intraday market is privileged speed
with which trades can be closed. On the one hand, this difference is partially justified by the different
needs that operators show on the two markets combined with the abundant capacity of
interconnection and the limited volumes that the intraday market has traded in the past. On the other
hand, it coherence of the price signals between the two sequential markets that treat the same
product and introduce subsidies crossed between the operators of the wholesale market and final
customers who pay for the infrastructure of interconnection through electricity tariffs.

Figure 11: Intraday market in Europe (Source: ACER)

Trades can be divided in two categories: the one occurring bilaterally/ Over The Counter (OTC) and
the one taking place in an exchange. An exchange differs from the OTC by being an organized
market place with uniform rules that proposes standardized contracts (Geman, 2005). Trades
occurring on an exchange are anonymous and transparent. On the electricity market, the contract
unit is the Megawatt pour a certain amount of time (15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour). The spot market
occurs between the long-term market (forwards, futures) and the balancing market operated by the
Transmission System Operators (TSOs). The spot market is divided in three submarkets: the DayAhead Market (DAM), the Intraday Auction (or 15-Minute) and the Intraday Continuous Market. The
DAM is a uniform price auction occurring every day at 12am. Contracts exchanged on the DAM are
hourly contracts (24) for the next following day. An intraday market is defined as a market "within the
day". In the case of the European power exchange, the intraday starts right after the DAM. The 15Minute market is a uniform price auction occurring every day at 3pm in Germany. Contracts traded
(96) are 15 minutes products for the next day.
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Figure 12: Spot market

The Intraday Continuous Market known as Intraday Market (IDM) is a continuous market working 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. The market opens every day at 3pm for the 242 products of the next
day. Trading is possible until 30 minutes before delivery in Germany. For example, the product 2 of
D+1 (ie. hour of electricity between 1am and 2am) will be available to trade from 4pm D until 00:30am
D+1; D being a day, D+1 the next day. This design allows market participants to re-balance/ optimize
their portfolio close to delivery. The market closes 30 minutes before delivery in order for the clearing
house to secure the transactions and send the nomination (physical contracts) to the TSOs who will
then do the dispatch (adjustments and planning of the delivery). The aim of such a market is the
adjustment closer to delivery time. Scharff and Amelin (2016) justified the need for continuous market
in three points: it reduces unbalanced costs, helps to optimize market participants’ production/
consumption schedule and promotes flexibility. The IDM is continuous in its matching procedure
where orders are matched as soon as they arrive in the market orders book subject to their price
and volume constraints. If there is no possibility of matching, the order stay in the orders book which
is divided in two: the buy and the sell side. On each side, the orders are ordered by price (increasing
on the sell side, decreasing on the buy side). Market participants submit limit price orders to the
exchange materialized by a couple price-quantity. The price is the minimum (respectively maximum)
price at which they are willing to sell (resp. buy) the associated quantity. Since June 14th 2016, the
tick size is 0.1€ per MWh and the minimum quantity incremental is 0.1 MWh. Orders can either be
fully executed or partially executed if only part of the matching is possible. There is no market price
as each transaction that occurs on the IDM has a different price (Pay-As-Bid principle). In others
term, IDM price scheme is discriminatory. The product offered on the IDM are 24 hourly products.
Since December 2011, it is possible to trade quarterly products (15 minutes) and since March 2017,
it is also possible to trade half hours contracts on the German IDM.
With reference to the volumes traded on EPEX SPOT, from Table 4 we note that the day ahead
market presents the greater liquidity. For example, in 2012, liquidity amounted to 42% of German
domestic consumption, second to OTC bargaining. The intraday market, although characterized by
more limited volumes, in the last few years has shown significant growth especially in Germany,
especially since the TSOs they are called, by law, to balance forecast errors in non-programmable
renewable production through the wholesale market. This choice, which increases intraday liquidity,
may however not be the most efficient for the TSO that is forced to reduce the recourse to the
balancing market.

3.2.4 Balancing energy mechanism and its development
While electricity markets are efficient in many ways, the market itself cannot facilitate the required
level of balance between electricity generation and consumption on its own. Therefore, balancing
markets play a key role in deregulated electricity markets and since 2002 this function has been
liberalized and managed competitively through auctions in Germany. In a power market as large as
Germany’s, the role the balance group play is vital in the service provision of electricity. According
to (Müsgens et al., 2014), balancing power is defined as “The electric power required to
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counterbalance short-term differences between generation and consumption of electricity in a grid.”
(Müsgens et al., 2014). The administration of the electricity system is a complex task. Millions of
customers and suppliers are withdrawing and injecting electricity from the grid infrastructure. The
TSOs as the responsible system operators keep track of all the transactions and the economic
accountabilities with an accounting procedure called balancing groups. Simply speaking, these are
virtual accounts collecting the supply as well as the withdrawal of power schedules. Every market
participant (e.g. generators, supply companies with all withdrawal points of its end customers, larger
customers with wholesale market access, traders) with its injection and withdrawal points needs to
be part of a balancing group, one for every one of the four control zones it has transactions in. A
balancing group can consist of multiple market participants and is steered by the balancing
responsible party (BRP). The BRP is economically accountable for keeping the balance between all
power supplies and withdrawals in every ¼-hour within its balancing group. The following diagram
presents an overview of the German electricity markets and how different markets interact with one
another. It is important to note the distinction in responsibility between the balancing group operators
(BGO) and the centrally managed system operator (SO).

Figure 13: Electricity Markets and Responsible Parties in Germany (Müsgens et al., 2014)

The integrated nature of these markets means that it is impossible to consider the function of one
market in isolation without making assumptions about the impact of other interconnected
components of the market. The majority of the balancing activity in Germany between planned
generation and consumption is done in the day-ahead (spot) market; however, it is also carried out
in the intraday market (Müsgens et al., 2014). The German TSOs differentiate between three
different types of balancing capacity (also known as the system services market) consisting of
services structured into three main tiers:
(1) the primary control reserve, activated within 30 seconds and available up to 15 minutes;
(2) the secondary control reserve, activated within 5 minutes and available up to 15 minutes;
(3) tertiary control reserve, activated within 15 minutes and available for a minimum of 15 minutes
up to 1 hour, or several hours in the case of several incidents.
Primary and secondary reserves are procured on a weekly basis; tertiary reserves, on a daily basis.
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Figure 14: German energy balancing market

Control reserve procurement
Primary (control) reserves, secondary reserve and tertiary reserves are procured ahead of real‐time.
At the planning stage between handing in the schedules day-ahead at 2.30pm and gate closure, all
balancing groups are balanced by definition. Otherwise, the schedules are not accepted by the
TSOs. Imbalances may arise in real-time between planned and actual schedules, both for power
supplies and withdrawals. Deviations occur when the actual metered withdrawal schedule does not
match the forecasted withdrawal schedule. The sourced supply schedule does not change. Any
change in the planned generation is a deviation in the balancing group of the generation company.
In this way, the balancing group procedure assigns and tracks accountabilities for any power
transaction in the system. Part of the overall accounting procedure is the balancing mechanism that
settles the actual imbalances at the balancing price. For every balancing group, a tolerance range
of ± 5% of maximum monthly load was defined. Within that range, imbalances could be partly
accumulated and netted over a week. A limited part of the remaining imbalance could be carried
over into the next week and the remainder was charged or respectively remunerated at the balancing
energy price. Outside the tolerance range, the imbalances were charged/remunerated directly at a
relatively high price. This mechanism favored large balancing groups (usually the large utilities
affiliated with TSOs), as portfolio effects generally lead to smaller relative imbalances. Furthermore,
the balancing prices were regarded as prohibitive (see Müller-Kirchenbauer and Zenke, 2001). The
balancing prices were directly linked to the effective energy prices of the reserve capacity market.
The average price paid for the required secondary and tertiary reserve energy during a ¼-hour sets
the respective balancing price. The balancing price depends on the status of the control zone – either
the decremental balancing price when the control zone is long/oversupplied or the incremental
balancing price when the control zone is short/undersupplied. All balancing groups with a positive
imbalance (an oversupply of energy) receive this balancing energy price and all undersupplied
balancing groups have to pay for the missing energy. The balancing mechanism is summarized in
Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Summary of the remuneration of the balancing mechanism

The mechanism distributes the reserve energy costs among the originators of the imbalance.
Additionally, it redistributes payments between balancing groups with opposite imbalances. Under
this design, it is hence a zero-sum activity for the TSOs. As the balancing price is the same for overand undersupplied balancing groups (only the payment direction differs), it is called a one-price
system. It does not provide portfolio effects and does not discriminate against smaller balancing
groups. However, as shown by Just and Weber (2015), the mechanism is prone to strategic
behaviour.

3.3 Grid code requirement
Germany is also a pioneer in the development of grid code requirements for VRE generators. The
Transmission Code 2007 (TC 2007) governs transmission grid operation in Germany. Several
different documents govern the connection at voltage levels of 1-100 kV as well as at below 1 kV as
shown in Figure 10. The TC 2007 allows grid operators to specify further requirements in some
places. For example, it has three different reactive power requirements for generators of which the
grid operator can choose one or more depending on the local grid conditions. Each TSO has thus
either developed its own grid code based on the TC 2007 or uses the TC 2007 directly.
The TC 2007 distinguishes between synchronous and inverter-based generators. Inverter-based
generators such as those in VRE plants, have to fulfil slightly less demanding requirements.
Generally, in other countries, VRE generators have to fulfil the same requirements as conventional
generation. Germany was among the first countries to introduce Low Voltage Ride-Through (LVRT)
requirements for wind turbines following investigations in the early 2000s. These showed that the
concentration of most all German wind power on the North Sea coast could mean the loss of a high
amount of generation during fault incidents and thus endanger grid security. Reactive power control
is also required, particularly in the additional offshore wind grid codes that two of the four TSOs have
developed. VRE generators may also not trip at frequency deviations. Since Germany has a major
level of interconnection, quick reaction requirements to support frequency stability like synthetic
inertia are currently not a concern in German grid codes.
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Figure 16: Applicability of German grid code documents

Technical requirements for generators connected to the medium voltage level are specified in the
medium voltage guideline published by the German Association of Electricity and Water Suppliers
(BDEW) in 2008. (BDEW, 2008). This requires all generators, including those from VRE, to provide
reactive power for voltage control and includes detailed LVRT requirements. Large sections of the
technical requirements in the medium voltage guideline were directly taken from TC 2007. The
guideline also governs grid access and connection issues. It is notable in setting very strict limits on
the allowed voltage rise caused by generators. Voltage may not be increased by more than 2% at
any point in the grid compared to the same grid without any new generators.

3.3.1 Voltage control
During normal operation, the following characteristics for the voltage in the TTGgrid will be adhered
to in accordance with DIN EN 50160: The frequency is in the range of 49.8 Hz to 50.2 Hz.
The continuous operating voltage, for each nominal network voltage:




380-kV network: 350 – 420 kV
220-kV network: 193 – 245 kV
110-kV network: 96 – 123 kV

The upper value can be exceeded for up to 30 minutes. Due to artificial pollution or other influences,
lasting differing values can apply for the lower voltage value in the 110-kV grid.
The main aspect for the voltage control are:
(1) Voltage control forms part of the measures for maintenance of a secure supply, for which the
responsible system operator bears responsibility. Under the co-ordination of the responsible system
operator, the following parties shall be involved in voltage control:






the system operator’s own network
the synchronously interconnected transmission systems
the distribution networks connected to them
the generating units connected to the system operator’s network
the consumers connected to the system operator’s network.

(2) For physical reasons, reactive power must be locally made available.
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(3) The TSOs are required to ensure a balance between reactive power demand and reactive power
generation. To this end, the TSO can make use of the following means taking operational voltage
ranges into consideration:





generating facilities
reactive compensation installations
transformer tapping
modification of network topology.

For this purpose, bilateral agreements have to be concluded where necessary between the parties
concerned.
(4) Therefore, each generating unit must meet the defined minimum requirements with regard to the
power factor with a view to being connected to the transmission grid.
(5) The selection of generating facilities in terms of voltage control/reactive power utilization shall be
based upon the operational requirements of the system operator.
(6) Each supplier on the transmission grid shall operate the generating units under operation, as
specified by the TSO, with the requested reactive power. The conditions for supply and purchase of
reactive power shall be specified in bilateral agreements.
(7) According to the contractual agreements, the TSO shall be immediately notified by the respective
supplier of restrictions in reactive power generation as soon as they are identified.
(8) Should the TSO ascertain during daily operational planning that the reactive power account
cannot be balanced by the means available (its own passive facilities and contractually guaranteed
ancillary services), it shall instruct supplementary generating units to supply reactive power.
Financial compensation for that shall be settled on a bilateral basis.

3.3.2 Frequency stability
In all power systems, maintaining the standardized system frequency and the load balance are some
of the most crucial operational tasks. The European electricity system is designed to operate in a
small and width around 50 Hertz. A range of ±50mHz is considered as normal operating conditions
(see UCTE, 2004). All equipment, devices, machines and systems depend on this defined standard.
Power systems are, to a limited extent, self-regulating. Frequency-dependent loads (e.g. motors)
decline as the system frequency drops, and vice versa (see Al-Awaad, 2009). This reduces the
imbalance and stabilizes the system frequency to some extent. However, this effect is insufficient for
balancing the system. The Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) has
agreed standardized procedures to actively handle any system imbalance (see UCTE, 2004).
Multiple control and defense actions are defined depending on the system frequency. Within a range
of ±20mHz no action is taken. When this threshold is exceeded, three hierarchical levels of loadfrequency controls are employed: primary, secondary and tertiary control (see Figure 17). They differ
by response time and control characteristics.

Figure 17: Sequence of load-frequency control
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Primary control activates the corresponding primary reserve capacity immediately to stabilize the
system frequency in case of a disturbance. Full response has to be reached within 30 seconds.
Activation is done automatically and decentrally through governor control by all generators in the
UCTE system that provide primary reserve capacity. After the activation a quasi-steady frequency
state is reached. The technical properties of the primary control process do not allow to restore the
original load-supply balance and to bring the system back to the nominal system frequency of 50Hz.
This is done mainly by secondary control. Secondary reserves are activated by the centralized
automatic generation control (AGC) at the level of the control zones to restore the scheduled loadflows between control zones and free the system-wide primary reserves. Activation also starts
immediately after a disturbance and must reach full level within 5 minutes. Tertiary control exists
mainly for economic reasons. It restores und supports the faster responding secondary reserves.
Tertiary reserves are usually activated automatically via rescheduling by the TSO and should be fully
available 15 minutes after activation. They are supposed to cover larger, more lasting imbalances at
lower costs than secondary reserves.

3.3.2.1 Primary control
For the primary control:
(1) Each generating unit with a nominal capacity of ≥ 100 MW must be capable of supplying primary
control power. This is a requirement for connection to the network. The TSO shall be entitled to
waive this obligation for individual generating units
(2) Generating units with a nominal capacity < 100 MW may also be employed for assurance of
primary control by agreement with the TSO.
(3) The following conditions shall apply to generating units capable of being operated under primary
control:








The primary control band must be at least ± 2 % of the active nominal capacity and
capable of being activated by direction of the TSO.
The generating unit shall be capable of activating, within 30 seconds, the total primary
control power contractually agreed at a quasi-steady frequency deviation of ± 200
mHz, and of maintaining supply for at least 15 minutes.
In the case of minor frequency deviations, the same rate of power change shall apply
until the required power is reached.
For primary control, the accuracy of frequency measurement shall be below ± 10 mHz.
A flexible dead band and its settings can be agreed between the TSO and the operator
of the generating unit.
The power-frequency-characteristic or the droop characteristic, respectively, shall be
adjustable according to the specifications of the TSO.

(4) All generating units which satisfy the necessary technical and operational requirements according
to the prequalification procedure and which have concluded a framework agreement on the provision
of ancillary services, are qualified for primary control power marketing.
(5) If a generating unit does not participate in the provision of primary control power, it shall
nevertheless take action, though it is not capable of being operated under primary control, from a
network frequency of 50.2 Hz and reduce its output. This generating unit then participates with a
droop within the range of 4 to 8 % in the reduction of the power surplus.

3.3.2.2 Secondary control
For the secondary control:
(1) Each control area within the synchronous interconnected system as a whole shall assure the
balance between generation and consumption in consideration of the schedule agreements
concluded with other control areas (see UCTE OH [Q15]). The TSOs responsible for the individual
control areas shall achieve this objective mainly by the deployment of secondary control.
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(2) In order to ensure the security of supply, the TSOs are entitled to invite tenders for a necessary
part of secondary control power (core share) from their control area. According to a recommendation
of UCTE, this core share shall amount to at least 2/3 of the overall secondary control power needed
by the TSO. This core share can only be kept available by bidders who have technical facilities
connected within the respective control area of the TSO.
(3) The secondary control power shall be supplied by the bidders who have concluded contractual
agreements with the TSO.
(4) The compliance with the technical characteristics by the technical units (e.g. control parameters,
control rate, etc.) shall be verified within the scope of the pre-qualification.
(5) The bidders partaking in secondary control for the respective time intervals are determined
through the relevant call for tenders/procurement.
(6) On the basis of instantaneous demand, the TSO shall retrieve the required secondary control
power from the contracted bidders. They shall be selected upon the basis of the concerns of
operational system security, the principle of guaranteed power availability and minimum costs.
(7) The relevant request for delivery of secondary control power is made directly through the
automatic power-frequency-controller of the TSO, where applicable not until after activation through
the TSO, via the IT connection of the technical facilities for the provision ofthe secondary control
power, for which the provision has been contracted.
(8) The TSO is entitled to rule that power stations in operation participate in secondary control in so
far as the secondary control power procurable in the market is insufficient. Financial compensation
shall be settled on a bilateral basis.
(9) In order to control the utilization of secondary control power, each generating unit or group of
generating units operated under the secondary controller of a TSO must be integrated online into
the relevant secondary control circuit. Details shall be settled on a bilateral basis between the bidder
and the TSO.

3.3.2.3 Minutes reserve
For the minutes reserve:
(1) The TSOs shall deploy minutes reserve power in the event of large extended imbalances
between generation and consumption and/or for the restoration of a sufficient secondary control
band.
(2) In order to ensure the security of supply, the TSOs are entitled to invite tenders for a necessary
part of minutes reserve power (core share) from their control area. According to a recommendation
of UCTE, this core share is obtained as minimum value from the difference between half the total of
the secondary control power and minutes reserve demand minus the TSO’s secondary control power
commissioned within the control area. This core share can only be provided by bidders who have
technical facilities connected within the respective control area of the TSO.
(3) Minutes reserve shall be provided by the bidders who have concluded contractual agreements
with the TSO.
(4) Which bidders shall maintain minutes reserve for the respective time intervals is determined by
the relevant call for tenders/procurement
(5) The request for and delivery of minutes reserve is implemented as schedule-based power
exchange between the balancing group for minutes reserve of the contracted bidder and the
balancing group of the TSO.
(6) The request for delivery shall take the operational network security, sufficient power availability
and the principle of minimum costs into consideration.
(7) The complete volume of the requested minutes reserve power has to be provided within 15
minutes. The request for delivery shall be made at a lead time of at least 7 ½ minutes at the beginning
of the following quarter hour. The bidder is bound to provide the corresponding minutes reserve
power in physical terms.
(8) Should the TSO not be able to cover the need for minutes reserve within the scope of a call for
tenders, he is entitled to make energy transactions. This may be, for instance, the mutual exchange
between the TSOs.
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3.3.3 Active power output
The connection and operation of generating plants by the connected must not have any
unacceptable effect on the grid.
When connecting generators, the following operating conditions must be allowed for and
corresponding synchronisation and parallel switching equipment must be provided:




Normal operation (start -up of the generating plant )
Synchronisation after transition to auxiliary load, if this type of operation is technically
possible with the generating plant
Connection to a de-energised islanded sub-network for the purpose of energising it

Connection of a generation unit with a rated power of more than 50 MVA by the connected is only
permissible following approval by TTG. This is specified in more detail in the grid connect ion
agreement.
Every generating plant must be capable of operating at a reduced power output and to allow constant
power control of 1 % of the rated power per minute across the entire range between minimum and
continuous power.
Related to the active power, the main rules are:
(1) A deviation from the required generating unit’s output to the network in accordance with Figures
18 and 19 is permissible only after consultation with the TSO.
(2) Each generating unit must be capable of operation at reduced power output. The level of
minimum stable generation is agreed bilaterally between the operator of the generating unit and the
TSO.
(3) Rates of power changes of at least 1% PN/min related to the nominal capacity must be possible
across the entire spectrum between the minimum stable generation power and the continuous output
power. Power-station-specific particularities (e.g. for the consideration of mill switching points or
inertia points) are taken into consideration. In the case of provision of ancillary services, these
requirements may deviate from the above according to prequalification.
(4) The generating unit shall not reduce its predetermined active power output at frequency
characteristics above the bold line shown in Figure 19, even when operated at nominal capacity.
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Figure 18: Requirements upon feed-in from generating units to the network to be guaranteed for specific periods as a
function of the network frequency and the network voltage (quasi-steady consideration, e.g. frequency gradient ≤ 0.5
%/min; voltage gradient 5 %/min)

Figure 19: Requirements upon the output from generating units fed into the network within the dynamic short-time range

3.3.4 Reactive power exchange and voltage stability
The main regulation related to the reactive power are summarized below:
(1) Each new generating unit to be connected to the network must meet, within the rated operating
point, the requirements illustrated in Figure 20 at the grid connection point.
(2) The TSO shall select one of the possible variants shown in Figure 20 on the basis of relevant
network requirements. The generating unit must be able to pass repeatedly within a few minutes
through the agreed reactive power range in the operating point P=PN. It must be possible at any
time to change the reactive power requirements within the agreed reactive power range. If required,
the network operator may determine a different range.
(3) If required, additional facilities must be provided on the generating unit, in agreement with the
operator of the generating unit, in order to be able to carry out voltage and reactive power control
within the area of the respective network operator.
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Figure 20: Basic requirement upon the network-side supply of reactive power from generating units to the network
(Variant 1, Variant 2 and Variant 3)

3.4 How the CC flexibility can be enhanced in the German market
Power system flexibility is the ability to adapt to dynamic and changing conditions, for example,
balancing supply and demand by the hour or minute, or deploying new generation and transmission
resources over a period of years. Primary challenges to be addressed near term include the rapid
deployment of variable generation, fuel price fluctuations and uncertainty, changes to system
standards and policies, and consumer adoption of new technologies such as energy efficiency
systems
Flexibility will constitute a key feature of the future electricity system. If the power supply is to be fully
covered with renewable energy, the fluctuating generation from renewable energy sources (RES)
will be supplemented by storage systems, demand-side management and controllable energy
technologies such as biogas plants. In the case of lower percentages of wind and photovoltaics,
trans-European power grids would enable the use of solar thermal power plants with integrated heat
storage (Concentrated Solar Power, CSP) in southern Europe or North Africa. If, on the other hand,
more wind and photovoltaic systems are installed than are needed to meet demand, the use of
bioenergy can be drastically reduced at only minor additional cost.
These key characteristics determine a resource’s flexibility and contribution to system balancing:






Operating range (i.e., resource capacity to minimum generation level) governs the
capability of resources to remain online during periods of low demand or high variable
generation production.
Ramp rates govern how fast a resource can respond when online.
Startup times govern how quickly a resource can provide upward flexibility when
offline.
Minimum times online and offline are important in restoring the capacity available to
a system operator following a commitment or decommitment decision.
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Energy limits on the production from reservoir or storage resources limit how long a
flexible response can be sustained.

Figure 21: Markets for flexibility along the flexibility timeline (CoBA: Coordinated Balancing Area, FCR: Frequency
Containment Reserve, aFRR/mFRR: automatic/manual Frequency Restoration Reserve, BRPs: Balancing Responsible
Parties)

In all electricity markets, flexibility plays a role, where Figure 21 shows different flexibility markets
along the flexibility timeline. The colours indicate the suitability of each market to provide products
for different periods of time. A dark colour represents a fitting market for the respective product.
Figure 22 shows selected technologies along the flexibility timeline. The darker the respective colour,
the more eligible the technology is for providing short-, medium- or long-term flexibility.
Steam turbine power plants are being used for the provision of short- and medium-term flexibility to
a certain extent. For example, they can vary in 1 to 2 % of their capacity (both positive and negative)
for balancing. This short-term flexibility is restricted by the fact that it adds inflexibility and must-run
capacities to a future energy system based on vRES. Combining the production of heat and power
in one power plant (CHP) increases the overall efficiency of steam turbine power plants but it reduces
the short-term flexibility at the same time. Heat storage or the usage of power-to-heat technology is
able to recompense for this shortcoming and bring back short-term flexibility (the time-scale depends
on the respective heat storage capacity).
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Figure 22: Flexibility options along the flexibility timeline (CHP: Combined Heat and Power, OCGT/CCGT:
Open/Combined Cycle Gas Turbine, vRES: variable Renewable Energy Sources)

3.4.1 Impacts of increased operating flexibility
All of the solutions described above contribute to improving profitability and lowering the variable
generating costs of power plants. As in liberalized electricity markets like Germany's those power
plants with the lowest variable power production costs are granted first access to the grid in
accordance with the merit order, all in all these new technologies will gain a power plant more
advantageous positioning in the merit order curve. The preferential grid access and more frequent
demand from the grid operator result in more operating hours, better capacity utilization and
optimized power production, and ultimately improve a plant's profitability. It was found that in
Germany power plants supplying daily peaks need to cycle 744 times in the year 2030 just in order
to follow the hourly residual load. Supplying balancing energy and following price signals of intradaymarkets are important factors for start-stop cycles as well. This could even increase the number of
cycles. The involved balancing responsible parties (BRPs) try to reduce the imbalance in their
balancing groups in order to reduce cost for balancing energy provided by the transmission system
operator (TSO). Additionally, distribution system operators (DSOs) and TSOs need local flexibility
for congestion management and voltage regulation through reactive power. A liberalized market for
flexibility is the intraday market. It is characterized by up to 30 min lead time and down to product
lengths of 15 minutes, generally the intraday-liquidity increases with the respective vRES-share. In
general, liquidity in the hourly or quarter hourly day ahead market is much higher. Future markets
with seasonal price differences exist and could be used for trading season price spreads. New
markets are regional markets, arising through decentral power plants and prosumers. Weather
derivatives are common in other sectors and power exchanges just started to integrate them into
their product families. First cap-products have been introduced on energy exchanges as well,
supplying a hedge for extreme spot market prices in intraday markets. Insurances or re-serve power
plants may offer flexible load to balancing responsible parties to hedge high balancing cost.
The increase flexibility of the new PHCC concept can be enhanced in the German electricity market
in the following aspects:


It can be useful in the portfolio to not unbalance
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4.

Increase the intra-day profit
Provide ancillary services (i.e. voltage control) with bilateral contract with TSO

Grid code requirements – Italy

4.1 Grid code requirements in Italy, Heat Pump as a plant auxiliary
4.1.1 The Italian Power EXchange (IPEX)
Gestore dei Mercati Energetici S.p.A. (GME)3 is the organization
in charge for the in Italy for the management of the Italian power
market.
Gestore dei Mercati Energetici S.p.A. (GME) is a joint stock
company established in 2001 in the process of liberalizing the
energy sector promoted by the Bersani Decree.4
GME is wholly owned by Gestore dei Servizi Energetici S.p.A. (GSE), whose shares are fully held
by the Ministry of the Economy and Finance (MEF).
The company operates in accordance with the guidelines of the Ministry of Economic Development
(MiSE) and the legal provisions defined by Italian Regulatory Authority for Electricity Gas and Water
(ARERA, formerly AEEGSI).
The Company, on a legal and regulatory input, has progressively expanded its range of activities
from the organization of the electricity, environmental, gas and fuel markets.
Specifically, within the electricity segment, GME manages the Electricity Market (ME), which is made
up of the Spot Electricity Market (MPE) - which includes the Day-Ahead Market (MGP), the IntraDay Market (MI) and the Daily Products Market (MPEG) - and the Forward Electricity Market (MTE),
the Delivery of electricity derivatives platform (CDE), the latter aimed at enabling participants to pay,
by physical delivery by registration on the PCE, the contracts concluded on IDEX (the electrical
derivatives segment managed by Borsa Italiana S.p.A.) and the OTC Registration Platform (PCE)
for registration of forward electricity purchase/sale contracts that have been concluded off the bidding
system. In the electricity sector, GME also manages the operation of the Ancillary Services Market
(MSD), whose economic management is responsibility of Terna S.p.A..
The Italian Electricity Market arises from Legislative Decree no. 79 of 16 March 1999 (Legislative
Decree 79/99), which transposed the European Directive on the internal market in electricity
(96/92/EC) into the national legislation5.
The Italian Electricity Market consists of:





a Spot Electricity Market (MPE) organized in:
 Day-Ahead Market (MGP) (energy market);
 Intra-Day Market (MI) (energy market);
 Daily Products Market (MPEG) (energy market);
 Ancillary Services Market (MSD);
a Forward Electricity Market (MTE);
the Platform for physical delivery of financial contracts concluded on IDEX (CDE);

3

Gestore dei Mercati Energetici, website: http://www.mercatoelettrico.org/en/Default.aspx
GME, Annual report 2016
http://www.mercatoelettrico.org/en/MenuBiblioteca/documenti/20170918RelazioneAnnuale2016_En.pdf
5
Some specifications to promote access and participation in the GME electricity market
http://www.mercatoelettrico.org/It/MenuBiblioteca/Documenti/20041011GuidaME.pdf
4
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Figure 22 – Organization of the Italian Electricity Market6

Figure 23 – Timeline of activities on the MPE in respect of the day D7

At the end of each market session the production schedule of the Production Units (PU) is defined,
which may be modified by following market sessions. The only definitive production schedule is the
Ancillary Services Market, structured in six daily sessions with four-hour validity. Where necessary,
Terna may request changes to the PU using dispatching orders, depending on the availability offered
by the PU.
In the case of PUs not authorised on the Ancillary Services Market, the schedules are defined using
an hourly reference period, whilst the product units authorised in this period are equal to a quarter
of an hour.
Below, the individual markets are explained in detail.
The Day-Ahead Market (MGP) hosts most of the electricity sale and purchase transactions. In the
MGP, hourly energy blocks are traded for the next day. Participants submit bids/asks where they
specify the quantity and the minimum/maximum price at which they are willing to sell/purchase. The
MGP sitting opens at 8 a.m. of the ninth day before the day of delivery and closes at 12 p.m. of the

6
7

http://www.mercatoelettrico.org/It/Mercati/MercatoElettrico/IlMercatoElettrico.aspx
http://www.mercatoelettrico.org/It/Mercati/MercatoElettrico/MPE.aspx
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day before the day of delivery. The results of the MGP are made known within 12.55 p.m. of the day
before the day of delivery.
Bids/asks are accepted after the closure of the market sitting based on the economic merit-order
criterion and taking into account transmission capacity limits between zones. Therefore, the MGP is
an auction market and not a continuous-trading market.
All the supply offers and the demand bids pertaining both to pumping units and consuming units
belonging to foreign virtual zones that are accepted in the MGP are valued at the marginal clearing
price of the zone to which they belong. This price is determined, for each hour, by the intersection of
the demand and supply curves and is differentiated from zone to zone when transmission capacity
limits are saturated.
The accepted demand bids pertaining to consuming units belonging to Italian geographical zones
are valued at the “Prezzo Unico Nazionale” (PUN – national single price); this price is equal to the
average of the prices of geographical zones, weighted for the quantities purchased in these zones.
GME acts as a central counterparty.
The Intra-Day Market (MI) allows Market Participants to modify the schedules defined in the MGP
by submitting additional supply offers or demand bids. The MI takes place in seven sessions: the
first sitting takes place after the closing of the MGP. It opens at 12.55 p.m. of the day before the day
of delivery and closes at 3 p.m. of the same day. The last sitting opens at 5.30 p.m. of the day before
the day of delivery and closes at 3.45 p.m. of the day of delivery.
Supply offers and demand bids are selected under the same criterion as the one described for the
MGP. Unlike in the MGP, accepted demand bids are valued at the zonal price.
GME acts as a central counterparty.
The Daily Products Market (MPEG) is the venue for the trading of daily products with the obligation
of energy delivery. The MPEG automatically admit all Participants in the electricity market. Trading
in the MPEG takes place in continuous mode.
The MPEG allows trading daily products with:




“unit price differential”, for which the price indicated in the preparation of bids/asks
and so the price determined on completion of the trading phase is the differential
expression compared to the PUN, to which Participants are willing to trade such
products;
“full unit price”, for which the price indicated in the preparation of bids/asks and
so the price determined as a result of the trading phase is the expression of the
unit value of electricity exchange subject of the traded contracts.

In the MPEG for both types of products (“unit price differential” and “full unit price”) are negotiable
the following delivery profiles:



Baseload, listed for all calendar days, whose underlying is the electricity to be
delivered in all the applicable periods belonging to the day being traded;
Peak Load, listed for the days from Monday to Friday, whose underlying is the
electricity to be delivered in the applicable periods from the ninth to the twentieth
day belonging to the date subject of trading.

Participants of the Electricity Market that are also Participants of the PCE, enabled to register
translations on the electricity accounts available, can buy and sell daily products in the MPEG.
The net electricity delivery position from the daily products trading exchanged in the MPEG is
recorded in correspondent transactions in the PCE according to the modes set forth in the Electricity
Market Rules.
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GME acts as a general counterparty.
The daily products currently traded in the MPEG are the products with the "unit price
differential", with Baseload and Peak Load delivery profiles.
The Ancillary Services Market (MSD) is the venue where the subject in charge to secure the
transmission and dispatching of electricity (for the Italy is Terna), procures the resources that it
requires for managing and monitoring the system relief of intra-zonal congestions, creation of energy
reserve, real-time balancing. In the MSD, Terna acts as a central counterparty and accepted offers
are remunerated at the price offered (pay-as-bid).
The MSD consists of a scheduling substage (ex-ante MSD) and Balancing Market (MB). The exante MSD and MB take place in multiple sessions, as provided in the dispatching rules.
The ex-ante MSD consists of six scheduling substages: MSD1, MSD2, MSD3, MSD4, MSD5 and
MSD6. The sitting for bid/ask submission into the ex-ante MSD is a single one. It opens at 12.55
p.m. of the day before the day of delivery and closes at 5.30 p.m. of the same day. The results of
the MSD1 are made known within 9.45 p.m. of the day before the day of delivery. GME notifies
Market Participants of the individual results of the MSD2 session (as specified in the dispatching
rules) concerning the bids/asks accepted by Terna within 2.15 a.m. of the day of delivery. GME
notifies Market Participants of the individual results of the MSD3 session (as specified in the
dispatching rules) concerning the bids/asks accepted by Terna within 6.15 a.m. of the day of delivery.
GME notifies Market Participants of the individual results of the MSD4 session (as specified in the
dispatching rules) concerning the bids/asks accepted by Terna within 10.15 a.m. of the day of
delivery. GME notifies Market Participants of the individual results of the MSD5 session, (as specified
in the dispatching rules), concerning the bids/asks accepted by Terna within 2.15 p.m. of the day of
delivery. GME notifies Market Participants of the individual results of the MSD6 session, (as specified
in the dispatching rules), concerning the bids/asks accepted by Terna within 6.15 p.m. of the day of
delivery. In the ex-ante MSD, Terna accepts energy demand bids and supply offers in order to relieve
residual congestions and to create reserve margins.
The MB takes place in different sessions, during which Terna selects bids/asks in respect of groups
of hours of the same day on which the related MB session takes place. At present, the MB consists
of 6 sessions. The first session of the MB takes into consideration the valid bids/asks that Participants
have submitted in the previous ex-ante MSD session. For the other sessions of the MB, all the sittings
for bid/ask submission open at 10.30 p.m. of the day before the day of delivery (and anyway not
before the results of the previous session of the ex-ante MSD are made known) and close 1 hour
and a half before the first hour which may be negotiated in each session. In the MB, Terna accepts
energy demand bids and supply offers in order to provide its service of secondary control and to
balance energy injections and withdrawals into/from the grid in real time.
Terna8 is the Italian TSO (Transmission System
Operator) and is responsible for transmitting and
managing electricy flows on the high-voltage and veryhigh-voltage grid throughout the whole of Italy and
maintain balance between the demand and supply
(dispatching), as well as for developing, maintaining and integrating the national transmission grid
within the European grid. The regulation of the transmission grid is defined in the Grid Code9.
This document governs the procedures regarding the activities of connection, management,
planning, development and maintenance of the national transmission grid, as well as dispatching
and measurement of electrical energy.

8
9

Terna, website: http://www.terna.it/en-gb/home.aspx
Terna, Grid code: http://www.terna.it/en-gb/sistemaelettrico/codicedirete.aspx
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4.1.2 The management of the electric grid, dispatching
Electricity is not a storable commodity. Hence it is necessary to produce the requested quantity and
distribute it through the system in such a way as to ensure that electricity supply and demand are
always evenly balanced, thus guaranteeing continuity in supply of the service. Management of the
flows of electricity is known as dispatching.
This activity, performed by Terna, requires monitoring of electricity flows and application of the
provisions necessary to the coordinated operation of the system components, that is, the production
plants, transmission grid and the auxiliary services.
Terna uses the following resources for this purpose:










Solution of congestion during the planning phase: the part availability of a Production
Unit (PU) enabled to accept modifications, increases or decreases, to its own updated,
cumulative schedules;
Primary power reserve: production capacity made available to the Transmission System
Operator, representing the provided amount of production that can be regulated subject
to the primary frequency control;
Secondary power reserve: production capacity made available to the Transmission
System Operator, representing the provided amount of production that can be regulated
subject to the secondary load-frequency control;
Tertiary power reserve: production capacity made available to the Transmission System
Operator, representing the provided amount of production that can be activated as
increasing production (upward tertiary reserve) or decreasing production (downward
tertiary reserve) for the purpose of balancing.
Balancing: The service carried out by the Operator in real time, issuing dispatching
orders, in order to maintain the system balance between injections and withdrawals, to
manage congestions, and to maintain the adequate level of the total amount of secondary
reserve band.

4.1.2.1 Resources for solving congestion during the planning phase
The Operator uses the resources to solve congestion during the planning process, in order to
eliminate congestion on the significant grid generated by updated cumulative injection and
withdrawal programs.
A service-Enabled Unit supplying resources for this purpose means that the unit is available to
accept changes, either increasing or decreasing, to its own updated cumulative programs.
The Grid Code of Terna reports all the conditions necessary to participate to the above service.
One of the required conditions is the capability to vary, either increasing or decreasing, their injection
by at least 10 MW within 15 minutes of the initiation of the variation, so that the unit’s contribution to
the removal of the congestion is significant and compatible with the established times for removal of
congestion.

4.1.2.2 Resources for the primary power reserve
The Operator uses the resources for the primary reserve to automatically correct sudden imbalances
between total production and total demand of the entire interconnected European electricity system,
by taking action on the speed regulators of the turbines of the generators they serve, in response to
the frequency variations. The role of primary reserve is performed simultaneously by all the generator
groups in parallel on the interconnected European system. The corrective action taken by the primary
reserve does not enable frequency deviations to be canceled.
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The primary reserve must be continuously available and must be distributed within the electricity
system as uniformly as possible, so that its action is independent of the origin of the imbalance and
of the distribution of production and loads at that moment.
Supplying resources for the primary reserve means making a band of electricity production capacity
available to the Operator. The band is controlled by an automatic regulation device which is able to
regulate the power supplied by the generator group, either increasing or decreasing, in response to
a frequency deviation.
The primary control service is compulsory for all PUs with efficient power no lower than 10
MW with the exception of those supplied by non-programmable renewable sources.
Cogeneration PUs, or those serving or dependant on production cycles other than the
electrical cycle, are also obligated to supply the primary frequency control service.
In Italy, the PUs on the continent and in Sicily, for those cases in which there is a scheduled
interconnection to the continent, which are involved in primary frequency control, must guarantee an
active power reserve no lower than 1.5% of the efficient power declared in the Significant Production
Unit Register, when the distributed power is equal to the maximum distributable power or equal to
the minimum distributable power.
Therefore, the PU may be used (Figure 24) in the operating range admissible which may vary
between the PMAX and the PMIN defined as follows:



PMIN = PMT + 1.5% Peff
PMAX = Pmax erogabile – 1.5% Peff




PMT is the minimum technical power
Peff is the maximum active power the PU can produce continuously, in the case of
thermoelectric plants, or for a certain number of hours for hydroelectric plants.

where:

For gas turbines and combined-cycle units, the efficient power is that under the following ISO
conditions:




Relative ambient air temperature 15°C/59°F
pressure 1.013 bar/14.7 psia
relative humidity 60%.

Operating Range

Figure 24 - Operating range admissible for the PU

In the electricity systems in Sardinia, always, and those in Sicily for the periods when the latter is
interconnected under schedule to the continent, (Figure 25), each PU must have a primary reserve
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available of no lower than 10% of its own Peff and therefore must not be operated at a max power
greater than 90% of Peff.
Therefore, the PU may be used in the acceptable operating range which may vary between the PMAX
and the PMIN defined as follows:

Operating Range

Figure 25 - Acceptable operating range for the PU in Sardinia, always, and in Sicily as a grid-scheduled island

For combined-cycle modules, if the steam turbine is not involved in primary control, the minimum
primary reserve required should be supplied from the turbo gas section alone (e.g. when the steam
turbine is operating in sliding-pressure mode or recuperating energy) and calculated with reference
to the efficient power of the PU set-up.
The method for issue of the primary-control contribution, under normal operating conditions, should
meet the following requirements:



within 15 seconds of the start of the frequency variation at least half of the requested
power should be issued;
within 30 seconds of the start of the frequency variation all of the requested power should
be issued.

If 30 seconds from the start of the frequency variation has passed and the frequency deviation
persists, all the regulating PUs should continue to increase, or decrease, the power issued
depending on the frequency error.
For combined-cycle PUs, under normal operating conditions and only for power generated equal to
the minimum or maximum power, the supply gradient of the same band should not be less than 3%
per minute of the PU’s Peff set out in the RUP.
However, in the range between minimum power and maximum power, no voluntary limitation of
amperage or supply gradient of the primary reserve is permitted.
Once the power variation requested by the primary control is active, the PU should be able to
continue to supply the new power value in a stable fashion for at least 15 minutes continuously.

4.1.2.3 Resources for the secondary power reserve
To re-establish both the frequency nominal power value and the power values of scheduled
transfers, a further control has been established, called Secondary Control or Frequency-Power
Control which should occur with slower times, in the order of tens of seconds.
This control also acts with a dedicated power margin, known as the secondary reserve or band,
made available to the production units in service with values established by Terna.
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The production plants enabled to supply the secondary control of frequency/power service must
make a secondary power reserve available which is no lower than the larger of ±10 MW and ±6% of
maximum power for the thermoelectric PUs. In the case of combined-cycle PUs, the value of the
reserve references the total output of the entire PU set-up.
PUs involved in the secondary frequency/power service must make a total control reserve available
which is the sum of the primary and secondary reserve. The secondary reserve requested must be
able to be dispensed continuously for a maximum period of no less than two hours.

4.1.2.4 Resources for the tertiary power reserve
In the event that the secondary reserve band is permanently in use, Terna may restore an amount
of the power margin destined to this control using another output reserve available called the Tertiary
Control Reserve.
Tertiary control, unlike the previous controls, is carried out at Terna’s request, who provides service
provisions such as the coming online of PUs or the variation of the power produced by PUs already
in service.

4.1.2.5 Resources for balancing
The Operator uses the resources for the balancing service in real time to:
a. maintaining the balance between injections and withdrawals of electricity;
b. solving grid congestion;
c. restoring the correct secondary power reserve margins.
The UDs’ supplying of resources for balancing consists in modifying their own injections or
withdrawals with respect to their binding power programs.
The balancing service has two aspects:
a. increase balancing: increasing injection or reducing withdrawal with respect to the
UD’s own binding power program;
b. decrease balancing: reducing injection or increasing withdrawal with respect to the
UD’s own binding power program.

4.1.2.6 Financial charges for the dispatching service
Following the market results set out in paragraph 4.1.1 the production schedule of the system is
defined on an hourly basis for PUs not authorised on the Ancillary Services Market and on a quarterhourly basis for authorised production units.
In the respective reference period, an hour or a quarter of an hour, the following energy is calculated:



Energy issued to the grid, or energy produced by the system net of self-consumption;
Scheduled energy, or energy which the system should have produced according to the
schedule and corrected for the quota of energy for primary control.

For each production unit, the effective imbalances for the authorised units is calculated as follows:
where:


equals the energy issued to the grid every quarter of an hour
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In particular:





is the binding programme for power resulting from the Ancillary Services Market
scheduling phase;
is the modified and corrected binding schedule in power per minute T;
is the binding schedule in power technically congruent per minute T;
is the energy associated to the net balance of primary control in the quarter
of an hour, q, provided that the PU is authorised for the remuneration mechanism
regarding contributions to primary frequency control, otherwise such a contribution is
equal to 0 (zero), or

where:



is the energy corresponding to the upward contribution of primary control
associated to the PU in the quarter of an hour q;
is the energy corresponding to the downward contribution of primary control
associated with the PU in the quarter of an hour q.

When calculating the imbalances, the importance (or rather the sign) of the imbalance of the
production unit is compared with the zonal aggregate imbalance sign.
The effective imbalance of the authorised production units is calculated of follows:
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Where:





5.

is the measurement of the accepted sales offers on the day-ahead market in the
same h period and in the zone where the unit is located;
is the highest price among the accepted sale offer prices with increases
in other services on the balancing market in the reference macro zone and the relevant
period q;
is the lowest price among the accepted purchase offer prices with
decrease payment of Other Services type on the balancing market in the reference macro
zone and the relevant period q.

PHCC electrical layout

This chapter analyses the Italian legislation concerning the treatment of heat pumps as auxiliary
services. In particular, reference is made to the Consolidation Act of the Italian Customs and
Monopolies Agency for the part relating to taxation and to the Terna Grid Code.
A possible layout will be proposed.

5.1 Heat pump impact for taxation purposes
The Italian Customs and Monopolies Agency [Agenzia delle Dogane e dei Monopoli]10, and in
particular the Technical Finance Office [Ufficio Tecnico delle Finanze - UTF], is the body responsible
for calculating and applying energy excise duties, in particular those for natural gas and electricity.
In order to calculate the excise duties applied on electricity, the UTF defines the points used to
measure electricity production and consumption, points that must then be indicated in special reports
and periodically updated by the manager of the electrical production facility, typically on a daily basis.
For the purposes of calculating electricity excise duties, the following excerpts have been drawn from
Article 52 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 504 of 26 October 1995, “Consolidated law covering taxes
on production and consumption and related criminal and administrative penalties”, also known as
the “Consolidated Excise Law”.
This Consolidation law was subsequently amended by the Italian Legislative Decree no. 26 of 2
February 2007 “Implementation of Directive 2003/96/EC restructuring the Community framework for
the taxation of energy products and electricity”, also to introduce tax exemptions for electricity
produced from renewable sources.
Recently, this Consolidated law11 was further modified to introduce User Efficiency Systems [Sistemi
Efficienti di Utenza - SEU]

10
11

Website: https://www.agenziadoganemonopoli.gov.it/portale/en/web/guest/home-english
### inserire il link al document aggiornato ###
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TITLE II - ELECTRICITY
Article 52 - Object of the tax
(In force since 1 June 2012)
1 Electricity (CN code 2716) is subject to excise duties, with the rates laid out in Annex I applied
at the time of supply to final consumers or at the time of consumption for electricity produced
for one’s own use.
2 Electricity is not subject to excise duties if:
a. produced in plants powered by renewable sources and with power not exceeding 20 kW,
as per current legislation;
b. used in aircrafts, ships, motor vehicles, provided that it is produced on board with its own
means, excluding accumulators, as well as that produced by mobile generator sets
supplied to the national armed forces and similar bodies;
c. produced with generator sets powered by biological methane gas;

d. produced by small generators, however they are powered, provided that their available
power does not exceed 1 kW, as well as produced in electrical production facilities
consisting of emergency power generators having a total available power not exceeding
200 kW;
e. used principally for chemical reduction and in electrolytic and metallurgical processes;
f. used in mineralogical processes;
g. it accounts for more than 50% of the cost of a product, calculated on the average per unit.
3 Electricity is exempt from excise duties if:
a. used to produce electricity and to maintain the ability to produce electricity;
b. produced with plants powered by renewable sources in accordance with current
legislation on the subject, with available power of over 20 kW, consumed by the selfproducing companies at premises and in places other than housing;
c. used for the installation and operation of railway lines used to transport goods and
passengers;
d. used for installation and operation of urban and interurban transport lines;
e. consumed for any application in the homes of registered users, with power used up to
3 kW, up to a monthly consumption of 150 kWh. For consumption above the limit of
150 kWh, for users up to 1.5 kW, and the limit of 220 kWh, for users over 1.5 and up to
3 kW, the excise duty is recovered following the criteria established in Chapter I, point 2,
of Resolution no. 15 issued on 14 December 1993 by the Inter-Ministerial Committee on
Prices;
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As can be seen from the above, the electricity exempt from application of excise duties is electricity
“used to produce electricity and to maintain the ability to produce electricity”. The reference therefore
clearly targets all power station auxiliaries used to enable electricity production, or to maintain said
production capacity.
In the case of a heat pump integrated into the combined cycle, there may therefore be at least three
cases:
1

2

3

the heat pump is used to boost performance of the combined cycle, and thus increase
its electricity production; in this case the heat pump is reasonably comparable to a
power station auxiliary, and thus exempted, as it is used for producing electricity”.
From a combined cycle system point of view, this condition occurs when the heat
pump is used to (i) cool the air entering the gas turbine compressor, (ii) reduce the
temperature of the steam cycle condenser. While, in case (i), the technical and
scientific literature is in agreement in assessing this as boosting combined cycle
performance in terms of power and electrical efficiency, case (ii) requires detailed
evaluations to estimate any boost in performance.
heat pumps are used to maintain the combined electricity production capacity, and
enable electricity production, even in seasonal periods when this is not possible.
Again in this case, the heat pump is reasonably comparable to a power plant auxiliary,
and thus exempt, as it is used for maintaining electricity production.
heat pumps are used to increase plant cogeneration yields, thus reducing the net
electric power and increasing the thermal power produced. In this case, it does not
appear possible to exempt the heat pump because it does not contribute to electricity
production, but rather to thermal production. In other words, if the heat pump
improves the thermal performance of the combined cycle to the detriment of electrical
performance, the legislation does not envisage a tax exemption. Indeed, the legislation
is clear in indicating the tax exemption for electricity “used to produce electricity and
to maintain the ability to produce electricity”.

With regard to the extent of taxation on electricity consumption, the above-mentioned Consolidated
Law provides the following provisions in Annex I.
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ELECTRICITY
For each kWh of energy used:
 for any domestic application: € 0.0227 per kWh;
 for any use in venues and places other than homes:
a. for monthly consumption of up to 1,200,000 kWh:
1
2

for the first 200,000 kWh consumed in the month, the rate of € 0.0125 per kWh is
applied;
on consumption exceeding the first 200,000 kWh consumed during the month and
not exceeding 1,200,000 kWh, the rate of € 0.0075 per kWh is applied;

b. for monthly consumption exceeding 1,200,000 kWh:
1

for the first 200,000 kWh consumed in the month, the rate of € 0.0125 per kWh is applied;
2 on consumption exceeding the first 200,000 kWh consumed in the month, a fixed
amount of € 4,820.00 is applied.

[insert indication for consumption measurement]

5.2 Qualification of the heat pump as per the Terna Grid Code
For the purpose of verifying heat pump qualification according to the Terna Grid Code12, some
excerpts are reported below. In particular, the following definitions are reported:

5.2.1 Production Unit (Chapter 4)
Production unit (PU)

One or more generators available to a Dispatching User, grouped
according to the methods defined in Chapter 4 of this Grid Code,
and such that the issue or withdrawal of electricity regarding such
group can be measured autonomously.

A Production Unit (PU) consists of one or more sections, grouped according to the methods
defined below.
a. Sections not powered by renewable sources. The Production Unit consists of a single
section of a power plant, with the exception of what is specified below. The
Dispatching Unit (DU) can group together in a single production unit all the sections:
- with total power of not more than 50 MVA, all installed at the same site, provided
the relative production refers to a single primary source of energy and a single
point of issue, or
- directly connected to said production cycle, as approved by the Operator at the
time of enrolment in the Production Unit Register.
b. Sections powered by renewable sources [...]
The production units are then further classified as enabled or non-enabled, based on whether
they meet the requirements for enabling supply of the following resources for dispatching
services:
12

Terna, Grid code: http://www.terna.it/en-gb/sistemaelettrico/codicedirete.aspx
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I.
II.
III.
IV.

congestion management;
secondary reserve;
tertiary reserve;
balancing.

During the period of temporary variation of technical data, each enabled production unit:
(a) receives dispatch orders compatible with the changes communicated;
(b) must consider their modified binding programme as changed, in accordance with the changes
communicated;
(c) is subject to effective imbalance, valued in accordance with the provisions of articles 39 and
40 of resolution no. 111/06 of the Authority, when the changes communicated involve failure
to comply with the binding programme.
The Grid Code also classifies the PUs, distinguishing them as either significant or non-significant.
The significant PUs are those PUs where the overall power of the associated generation groups
is not less than 10 MVA. All PUs other than those deemed significant are classified as nonsignificant.

5.2.2 Metering points (Chapter 5.3.5)
The metering points must detect the energy exchanged over the grid per single production unit
defined in the PUR (Production Unit Register). This condition is binding for the purposes of
qualifying said production units within the register.
For plants that require the distinguishing of the energy produced by the various generators
present in the plant, the metering points must be able to detect the energy exchanged with the
grid for each individual generator.
Acquisition of these measurements makes it possible to measure the energy issued into the grid
by the plant, net the auxiliary plant services and, if necessary, the internal users. The metering
points must detect the energy exchanged over the grid per single production unit defined in the
PUR. This condition is binding for the purposes of qualifying said production units within the
register.
ME (Metering Equipment) must be installed for each PU:
(a) at the precise point of exchange with the grid;
or
(b) at the outlets from the groups, at the auxiliary services (AS) withdrawal points and at the
withdrawal points for internal plant users.
In case (b), a calculation algorithm must be applied to determine metering at the precise exchange
point.

5.2.3 Exchange points (Chapter 5.3.1)
The exchange point is the point which separates networks with third-party connection obligations
from the electricity production and consumption facilities (i.e. issue and withdrawal points,
respectively), or equivalent point of interconnection between networks. The exchange point is
related to the system arrangement used in ordinary plant operation. Emergency exchange points
— resulting from grid inefficiencies due to accidental or unforeseen causes or maintenance —
will, in any case, be conventionally referred to the ordinary exchange point.
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5.2.4 Imbalance Costs (Chapter 7.3.1.5)
The Operator calculates, for each significant period, the actual imbalance at each dispatch point,
for each enabled and non-enabled unit. For enabled units, the significant period is quarter-hourly,
for non-enabled units it is hourly

5.2.5 As per Authority Resolution 107/09 Integrated Text Settlement (TIS)13
The electricity withdrawn at each dispatch point per unit of consumption is, at each significant
period, equal to the sum of the: a) electricity drawn at the withdrawal points handled on an hourly
basis included in the aforementioned dispatch point; b) electricity drawn at the withdrawal points
corresponding to public lighting systems not handled on an hourly basis, by convention profiled
according to Article 13; c) the portion of the residual energy for the area, drawn as per Article 7,
assigned to the same dispatch point pursuant to Title III SECTION 2 of this provision.
As for imbalances, these are calculated as follows:
Actual imbalance per production unit14
For each production unit, for each significant period, the imbalance is calculated as follows:
for enabled units
for non-enabled units
Where for enabled units:
is the energy issued into the grid every fifteen minutes

4

1
60

∈

More specifically, Eprog depends on the binding power program PV (q) and the Modified and
Corrected binding power program in power per minute T, PVMC (T).
Where for non-enabled units:
is the energy issued into the grid every hour

5.2.6 Dispatch point (Chapter 4.3.2.4)
The dispatch point for significant PUs coincides with the electricity issue point relative to the PU.
The dispatch point for non-significant PUs is made up of all issue points that meet the
requirements set out in Resolution no. 111/0615

13

Resolution of the Authority 30 July 2009, ARG/elt 107/09, “Approval of the Integrated code of provisions of
the Italian Authority for electricity and gas concerning the regulation of the physical and economic items of the
dispatching service (settlement) (TIS) including methods for determining the economic items arising from
metering corrections with (amendments to Resolution No. 111/06)”.
14
Terna Grid Code, Chapter 7, Regulation of financial charges for the dispatching service and transmission
service
15
AEEGSI Resolution no. 111/06 of 9 June 2006, “Conditions for the provision of the public service of
dispatching electricity on the national territory and procurement of relative resources on the basis of economic
merit, pursuant to articles 3 and 5 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 79 of 16 March 1999”
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From the above it is clear that the net energy issued into the grid is determined by an algorithm that
takes into account the measurements at the plant boundaries. In the case of new systems, it is
advisable to install appropriate meters at the effective boundary of the plant, thus making it possible
to directly measure the energy issued into the network and with greater precision than the estimate
obtained through algorithms that take into account multiple measurement points. The method for
measurement and calculation of the net energy issued and withdrawn into/from the plant, defined
respectively as VIP (Virtual Issue Point) and VWP (Virtual Withdrawal Point), is agreed upon and
signed by the producer and Terna and entered in specific forms and reports.
If booster/reducer transformers are inserted between the measurement and exchange points (where
the energy issued into the grid is effectively measured), the calculation of the energy issued into the
grid must include transformation losses, estimated according to the characteristics of the transformer
itself.
Imbalance is the difference (quarter-hourly and for individual PUs) between the modified/corrected
binding programme and the energy issued into the grid, determined by the agreed algorithm.
Withdrawals are regulated separately via an electricity supplier. In the case of the Moncalieri power
plant, which does not have a single meter to measure the energy issued into the grid, the algorithm
takes into account the energy produced net all auxiliary consumption, internal users and
transformation losses. In particular, in the case of Moncalieri, there are two distinct PUs related to
the two combined cycles. Each PU is subject to imbalance, calculated net of the consumption of its
own auxiliaries of each PU, and net of a portion of the internal users, consisting of consumption
related to the district heating network: the imbalance calculation algorithm will be the subject of
further study in the subsequent phases of the work.
In general terms, when the plant is operating, the issued energy is net and takes into account the
power plant’s auxiliary services and district heating users; while when the plant is down, all
withdrawals are taxed and billed by the electricity provider.
From the considerations made thus far, for the purposes of calculating the imbalances in respect to
Terna, in the case of a heat pump integrated into the combined cycle, two cases may arise:
o

o

The heat pump is equivalent to the plant’s auxiliary services; in this case the
meter for the heat pump would be linked to the counters for the auxiliary
systems of one of the two PUs. Thanks to this consideration, it would therefore
be possible to manage the imbalance of an individual plant in a combined cycle
through the heat pump itself, using, for example, part of the excess electricity
from the combined cycle to produce heat energy with the heat pump.
The heat pump is equivalent to an internal user; the heat pump could, in fact,
be considered an auxiliary system for district heating. Since these district
heating auxiliaries are already deducted from the power issued by both the
PUs, in different proportions, consumption by the heat pump would be
automatically included in the calculation of issue, and thus would have a direct
impact on the imbalance calculation for both PUs.

In conclusion, in both of the cases listed above, the heat pump would be included in the calculation
of the net power issued into the grid, and thus could also be actively used to reduce any
imbalances in the combined cycle.
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6.

Objective function – estimation and optimization

The problem of the control is carried out at different levels. The main economic considerations are
evaluated during the day-ahead programming. This programming considers all the costs and the
market environment and establishes the schedule of the HP and GTCC production for the following
day – as well as marginal actions for HP. The marginal actions define a band within the HP can be
moved from its target load in order to compensate some mismatch that may occur in the production.
This process is normally carried out for each power plant: on this case the HP must be included in
the loop. Then, the real time controller governs the plant on the basis of the inputs received from the
scheduling. The band of the HP can be zero, which means that the HP can only follow the
programming in that time window. The real time controller then tracks the schedule considering the
marginal actions available for the HP.
The only economic decision that must be carried out in real time consist on the economy of the
storage against the HP. The possibility for decision exists if there is margin for the HP from the
scheduling. Whether a mismatch in thermal energy production occur (CHP) or different values from
predicted temperature (PO), this must be satisfied by the HP or by the Storage. To decide which one
is the best is the key for a good economic performance. Nevertheless, the decision is straightforward.
The energy stored comes with a mean price, which is derived from the energy costs during the
storing. The energy produced by the HP has its cost, which is based on the current price of the
electrical energy. The lower of the two decides which one is better to use in that moment.
This must be interact at the same time by considering the operating vincula of the plants. The storage
has its own bound of energy stored, the HP has its own band of power within it can be move by the
real time controller.
The real time controller operates into a MIMO environment and considers different variables and
constraints at the same time. The objective of the controller must take into consideration several
aspects and different physical constraints that occurs at the same time to bound the action of the
controller. The goal of the controller is to manage the set-point of the heat pump and to give possible
information for the GTCC. As long as the manipulated variables are determined from what is
available: in this case the control will governs directly the HP. The objective function of the real time
controller is the following:
1
2
With Q and R weight matrices defined as
This is typical for discrete linear quadratic regulator, where states and control inputs (x and u
respectively) compose the cost function. Therefore, since y=Cx, the optimization process is about
regulating control inputs u and system outputs y. In the case of PHCC layout the control inputs will
be the electrical power absorbed by the heat pump and the system outputs the thermal power
produced. Scalar value ν determines the response: if it increases, the response of the controller is
lower but the steady state error is reduced. In this project, the MPC architecture is based on velocity
form as presented by [1]. The model developed for the control is based on augmented state-space
representation, i.e. Non-Minimal State Space (NMSS). The identification of the NMSS will be based
on time constant for the HP, transfer functions representing the GTCC and pumps, while simple
integrators will represent the storages.
∆

∆
|

|

∆
∆

This non-minimal representation is detectable and stabilizable if the original model is detectable and
stabilizable and has no transmission zeros on the unit circle. This NMSS is integrated within a MPC
derived using Laguerre network. Briefly, Laguerre network is used to simplify DMPC computation by
adding tunable parameters. In literature, Laguerre functions was used to describe the pulse response
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of dynamic systems. Therefore, through Laguerre network it is possible to describe dynamic
behaviour of target system. In DMPC, ΔU control sequence it is composed by the Δu(ki+Nc-1) terms of
the control horizon, that is, a discrete polynomial function.
References:
[1] Wang L., Young P.C., 2005, “An improved structure for model predictive control using nonminimal state space realization” Journal of process control, vol.16, pp 355-371
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7.

Conclusion

The aim of the D4.1 report was to analyse the grid code requirements across countries involved in
the “PUMP HEAT” project: Poland, Germany and Italy. What is more, to study a possible PHCC
layout in order to allow the HP power to be considered as part of the auxiliary by the legislation.
Finally, to identify the most profitable indicators to be used for the power plants control. All these
goals have been achieved and are included in this report.
Polish electricity production is heavily dependent on domestic coal, its share in the total generation
mix was near 80% in 2017. Gross production in Poland: over 165 TWh.
In 2017 the German market electricity gross production amounted to 654 TWh. The production was
shared between four main sources: coal, nuclear, gas and renewable energies.
In Poland, just like in Italy, there is only one national Transmission System Operator (TSO).
Unlike, in Germany there are four TSOs:





Amprion GmbH operates the largest system in Germany and was sold in 2011 by RWE to a
consortium of financial investors.
TenneT: this grid was sold by E.ON in 2010 to the Dutch TSO.
Elia (50Hertz Transmission GmbH): the grid was purchased from Vattenfall by the Belgian
TSO in 2011.
TransnetBW GmbH is still owned by EnBW (German utility).

In general, these key characteristics determine a resource’s flexibility and contribution to system
balancing:







Operating range (i.e., resource capacity to minimum generation level) governs the capability
of resources to remain online during periods of low demand or high variable generation
production.
Ramp rates govern how fast a resource can respond when online.
Startup times govern how quickly a resource can provide upward flexibility when offline.
Minimum times online and offline are important in restoring the capacity available to a system
operator following a commitment or decommitment decision.
Energy limits on the production from reservoir or storage resources limit how long a flexible
response can be sustained.

In the case of a heat pump integrated into the combined cycle, there may therefore be at least three
cases, with different impacts on possible taxes related to the heat pump electrical consumption:
1. the heat pump is used to boost performance of the combined cycle, and thus increase its
electricity production; in this case the heat pump is reasonably comparable to a power station
auxiliary, as it is used for producing electricity”. From a combined cycle system point of view,
this condition occurs when the heat pump is used to (i) cool the air entering the gas turbine
compressor, (ii) reduce the temperature of the steam cycle condenser. While, in case (i), the
technical and scientific literature is in agreement in assessing this as boosting combined
cycle performance in terms of power and electrical efficiency, case (ii) requires detailed
evaluations to estimate any boost in performance.
2. Heat Pumps are used to maintain the combined electricity production capacity, and enable
electricity production, even in seasonal periods when this is not possible. Again in this case,
the heat pump is reasonably comparable to a power plant auxiliary, as it is used for
maintaining electricity production.
3. Heat Pumps are used to increase plant cogeneration yields, thus reducing the net electric
power and increasing the thermal power produced. In this case, it does not contribute to
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electricity production, but rather to thermal production. In other words, the heat pump
improves the thermal performance of the combined cycle to the detriment of electrical
performance.
HP impact for taxation purposes in Poland:
The HP working in connection with CC in the considered variants of the installation can be qualified
as an auxiliary device in the electricity, or electricity and heat generation system in cogeneration,
and thus exempt from excise duty on the basis of exemptions allowed under the Excise Duty Act
(Article 30, paragraphs 6 and 7). It is necessary to meet a number of requirements regarding the
connection and measurements of systems presented in the Excise Duty Act.
The German possible taxation on HP needs further investigation. The increased flexibility of the new
PHCC concept can be enhanced in the German electricity market in the following aspects:




It can be useful in the portfolio to not unbalance
Increase the intra-day profit
Provide ancillary services (i.e. voltage control) with bilateral contract with TSO

In the case of Italy, the HP can be tax-exempted when it can be considered a plant auxiliary.
Otherwise, there is a cap on taxation, which may favour large size installations. For the purposes of
calculating the imbalances in respect to Terna, in the case of a heat pump integrated into the
combined cycle, two cases may arise:
o

o

The heat pump is equivalent to the plant’s auxiliary services; in this case the meter
for the heat pump would be linked to the counters for the auxiliary systems of one of
the two PUs. Thanks to this consideration, it would therefore be possible to manage
the imbalance of an individual plant in a combined cycle through the heat pump itself,
using, for example, part of the excess electricity from the combined cycle to produce
heat energy with the heat pump.
The heat pump is equivalent to an internal user; the heat pump could, in fact, be
considered an auxiliary system for district heating. Since these district heating
auxiliaries are already deducted from the power issued by both the PUs, in different
proportions, consumption by the heat pump would be automatically included in the
calculation of issue, and thus would have a direct impact on the imbalance calculation
for both PUs.

As a general conclusion, in the considered countries, the heat pump could be included in the
calculation of the net power issued into the grid, and thus could also be actively used to reduce any
imbalances of the combined cycle. From the economic point of view, taxation of electricity consumed
by the heat pump may occur, depending on the specific country legislations, and it should be
considered in the economic assessment.
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